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Twitter 101 - The Basics


Twitter is an entirely new way to communicate, and for 
new users it can be a bit daunting.  Let these guides show 
you the ropes.


What is Twitter?


What is a retweet?


Twitter Video Tutorials


How can I customize my Twitter background?


How can I build my personal brand on Twitter?


Twitter terms to know







What is Twitter?


Twitter describes itself as, “a service for friends, family, and co–workers to communicate and stay con-
nected through the exchange of quick, frequent answers to one simple question: What are you doing?”


If you’re new Twitter, then that description might seem a bit vague and ambiguous. So, to help you wrap 
your mind around the short-form messaging tool, start thinking about Twitter as a new form of online 
communication. Twitter is just communication in a new shape, but it’s also a platform for listening to 
the communication of others in new ways.


Currently we have email, instant messenger, and VoIP tools like Skype as one-to-one or one-to-few on-
line communication tools. For one-to-many online communication, online publishers can turn to blogs 
to create and distribute content rapidly and reach anyone on the web through RSS feeds.


Twitter is a combination of these various forms of communication, but its primary difference is that 
posts, or tweets, are restricted to 140 characters or less. As a Twitter user you can post updates, follow 
and view updates from other users (this is akin to subscribing to a blog’s RSS feed), and send a public 
reply or private direct message to connect with another Twitterer.


Though users can answer the prompt, “What are you doing?”, tweets have evolved to more than every-
day experiences, and take the shape of shared links to interesting content on the web, conversations 
around hot topics (using hashtags), photos, videos, music, and, most importantly, real-time accounts 
from people who are in the midst of a newsworthy event, crisis, or natural disaster.



http://twitter.com/











What is a retweet? by Ben Parr


Retweeting is an integral part of the Twitter experience. The retweet (or “RT”) allows Twitter users to 
share the best links, tweets, and gems they find from others using the service. But for beginners, it’s not 
immediately obvious what retweets are, or what tools to use to make retweeting easier.


This HOW TO article not only covers the basics of retweeting, but also highlights some of the best web 
and mobile-based tools for retweeting and tracking RTs in real-time. If you’re a Twitter beginner, we 
hope you find it useful; if you’re a more advanced user, we hope you’ll share it with friends who are just 
starting out.


1. What is Retweeting and How to Retweet


Retweeting is how Twitter users share interesting tweets from the people they are following. They copy 
and paste the original tweet and send it out. To give credit to the original person, users usually put “RT” 
plus the originator’s username at the beginning of the tweet. Here’s an example:


- The Twitter user @benparr tweets: I just heard that Apple is releasing new iPods in July!


- You retweet by posting RT @benparr I just heard that Apple is releasing new iPods in July!


2. How to Track Retweets







Once you’ve gotten used to retweeting and seen some excellent retweets in your Twitter stream, you 
may want to track retweets on a larger scale. The most popular retweets tend to reflect the favorite ar-
ticles and most important stories of the entire Twitter community. This can be great if you want to find 
important articles, read useful blog posts, or are looking to track emerging trends.


Here are some of the best web-based tools for tracking retweets:


Retweetradar: Retweetradar [@retweetradar] is a web tool for tracking the most retweeted and trend-
ing content on Twitter. It provides a tag cloud to see the most popular content from today, yesterday, 
and even what’s popular right now.


Retweetist: Retweetist [@retweetist] is a tool that tracks the most popular links being retweeted on 
Twitter, just like Tweetmeme. Retweetist doesn’t stop there, however – it also lists the most retweeted 
accounts on Twitter.


Tweetmeme: Tweetmeme [@tweetmeme] is an authority when it comes to retweeted URLs and stories. 
Tweetmeme tracks the most popular links on Twitter. Once a link receives enough retweets, it appears 
on the front page of Tweetmeme. Tweetmeme can also be broken down by categories (i.e. sports, enter-
tainment, technology).


3. Tracking Retweets with Mobile Phones


One of the coolest aspects of Twitter is that it’s easy to use on-the-go. Tweets can be sent from any mo-
bile phone via text, the mobile web, or iPhone and smartphone applications.


If you need to track retweets while on the move, here are some of the best mobile tools for tracking 
retweets:


Retweet iPhone App [iTunes link]: The Retweet iPhone app, which we recently reviewed, is a great app 
for tracking the most popular retweeted URLs on Twitter. It costs $0.99.


Tweetmeme Mobile: If you’re not an iPhone owner, you’re in luck – Tweetmeme has a mobile version 



http://www.retweetradar.com/
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http://www.retweetist.com/

http://twitter.com/retweetist

http://tweetmeme.com/

http://twitter.com/tweetmeme

http://retweetapp.com/

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=308713821&mt=8

http://mashable.com/2009/03/29/retweet-iphone/
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at m.tweetmeme.com. Bookmark it so you can see the most popular retweets from anywhere!


Tweetie [iTunes Link]: The most popular Twitter iPhone App includes a section for viewing top Twitter 
trends and searching for retweets.


4. How to Retweet with just Two Clicks


Another cool aspect about Twitter are the great applications people build to make using Twitter easy. 
There are desktop and web applications that can show you all of your Twitter friends and tweets in one 
place.


The coolest part? Some of these applications make retweeting as simple as two clicks: one to create the 
retweet, and one to post it to Twitter. No copy and paste required! Here are some of the best applica-
tions for two-click retweeting:


Tweetdeck: Tweetdeck is a very popular application for running Twitter on your desktop. It has many 
features, but one of its best is its one-click retweeting feature – hovering over a profile picture provides 
the easy option for retweeting anyone’s tweets – just click the bottom left icon.


Seesmic Desktop: Seesmic Desktop is another great desktop application for Twitter. Formerly known 
as Twhirl, it also helps users read, reply, and send tweets from the desktop. Just hover over the profile 
picture and click the bottom-left bottom to retweet any post.


tweetree: Tweetree is a web-based Twitter application that helps organize Twitter using conversation 
trees, so you can see an entire Twitter conversation on one page. Tweetree has an easy-to-use retweet 



http://www.atebits.com/tweetie-iphone/
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feature at the right hand side of any tweet. TwitZap is another web-based Twitter application that has a 
similar one-click retweet feature.


5. Mashable’s Best Retweeting Resources


If you’re looking to continue your education in the art of retweeting, then we encourage you to read 
some of our most popular Twitter and retweeting posts:


- The Science of ReTweets: Dan Zarrella explains which factors make certain tweets more viral than 
others.


- Retweet iPhone App for Twitter – Our review of the Retweet iPhone App.


- 15 Fascinating Ways to Track Twitter Trends – Covers some of the best tools for tracking trends on 
Twitter.


- Please Retweet Me Makes Retweeting Dead Simple – Our review of a site that helps people retweet 
posts.



http://twitzap.com/

http://mashable.com/2009/02/17/twitter-retweets/

http://mashable.com/2009/03/29/retweet-iphone/

http://mashable.com/2009/04/04/twitter-trends/





Twitter Video Tutorials by Ben Parr


YouTube is not only a great way to watch endless hours of cute kittens doing people things, but a way 
to learn about a range of topics visually. Users have put up thousands of tutorials ranging from animal 
care to our favorite microblogging tool, Twitter.


Whether you want to get your best friend started on Twitter or want the scoop on some of Twitter’s 
best desktop apps, the following YouTube videos will keep you entertained while educating you about 
various aspects of the Twitterverse. Oh, and be sure to look out for the video of the man in the fur suit.


1. Twitter in Plain English


Have a friend who just doesn’t get Twitter? Did you just start with Twitter yourself? Then this video, 
from @CommonCraft is just the place to start.



http://mashable.com/tag/twitter

http://twitter.com/commoncraft





2. Twitter Tutorial – Getting Started


Send your friend to this video if someone’s having trouble getting started on the microblogging tool.


3. Twitter Tutorial: Finding People to Follow


This tutorial by @Tweetalize discusses simple ways for beginners to find interesting people to follow.



http://twitter.com/tweetalize





4. Top Twitter Tools Tutorial


The music may get annoying, but the information on Ping.fm, Hootsuite, and other tools is solid.


5. Twitter Retweet Explained


Somehow, Mike Wesely of TwitTalk.tv talks about the Retweet for seven minutes. For a detailed tutorial 
on how to retweet, also see our article HOW TO: Retweet on Twitter.



http://mashable.com/tag/Ping.fm

http://mashable.com/tag/hootsuite

http://twittalk.tv/

http://mashable.com/2009/04/16/retweet-guide/





6. Customized Twitter Theme Experience


@albertle goes into detail on customizing your own Twitter theme and background. Some image editing 
experience is recommended. You can also check out our guide on the matter, HOW TO: Create Custom 
Twitter Backgrounds.


7. Twitter Tutorial: 5 Desktop Apps


I ended with this video for two reasons. One: @Yagglo does a good job providing an overview of key 
desktop Twitter apps like Seesmic Desktop and Tweetdeck. Two: he’s dressed up in some kind of fur 
suit. Seriously, what?



http://twitter.com/albertle

http://mashable.com/2009/05/23/twitter-backgrounds/

http://mashable.com/2009/05/23/twitter-backgrounds/

http://twitter.com/yagglo

http://mashable.com/tag/seesmic-desktop

http://mashable.com/tag/tweetdeck





How can I customize my background? by Ben Parr


Since the early days of Twitter, users have had the ability to upload their own background images. From 
photos of cute kittens to jaw-dropping mosaics, the Twitter background has been a key medium for self-
expression, personal branding, and personal fulfillment.


If you’re new to Twitter, or just never took the time to create your own Twitter background, this HOW 
TO guide is for you. This guide goes step-by-step into the rationale for creating a personalized Twitter 
background, takes a look at some amazing Twitter designers, and provides a list of useful Twitter design 
tools and resources. Your artistic juices shall soon be flowing.


Why create a custom Twitter background?


Some of you might ask: is creating a custom Twitter background worth the effort? While this is a valid 
question, and the final answer is up to you, there are a range of benefits to making your backdrop your 
own. Both the creative and the brand-conscious can (and have) benefited from unique background de-
signs.


Here are a couple reasons for why you might want to build your own:


1. Personalization and expression: It’s a chance to express yourself and who you are. Are you an artist, a 
musician, a blogger, or a cook? Do you love Macs or the beach? A new backdrop can really help people 
understand who you are.


2. Contact info: It’s an easy way to add additional information you can plug into your 160 character bio.


3. Personal branding: Having your contact information, your face, or additional bio information within 
your background is a common practice. It helps potential followers understand what you do and why 
you are someone people should follow. Check out HOW TO: Build Your Personal Brand on Twitter for 
more.



http://mashable.com/2009/05/20/twitter-personal-brand/





4. Artistic creativity: Twitter is a great opportunity to push the limits of your talents.


Some great examples of custom Twitter background designs


If you’re looking for some inspiration for your Twitter background, look no further. These are some of 
the most unique, most inspiring, and best-branded Twitter backgrounds around. There’s not enough 
time or room to showcase the thousands of great backgrounds that exist on Twitter, so be sure to check 
out some comprehensive lists and discover some on your own.


And remember: you don’t have to spend an obscene amount of time to make a great background. It’s all 
about making a background that’s perfect for you, not for anyone else.


Doug Cone (@nullvariable): Doug, a web designer and consultant, brilliantly integrates his face with his 
brand and contact information in this spacey theme.


CoolTweets (@cooltweets): CoolTweets, which collects, well, the coolest tweets on the web, gets an A for 
its simple and clean layout. Perfect for many brands.


Justine Ezeraik (@ijustine): The popular new media star has a balanced theme that perfectly reflects 
her brand.



http://inspiredology.com/42-twitter-backgrounds/

http://twitter.com/nullvariable

http://twitter.com/cooltweets

http://twitter.com/ijustine





Kristi Colvin (@kriscolvin): Kristi, a favorite tweeter of mine, opted to create a beautiful mosaic of color 
and life. I could stare at it all day.


Loic Le Meur (@loic): No, it’s not that Loic’s background is the most amazing, most complex, or most 
visually appealing image in the world. It’s that his background reflects who he is – a smiling, personal, 
fun-loving guy…who also happened to found Seesmic. You just have to love the picture of him kitesurf-
ing, too.


There are literally hundreds of great Twitter backgrounds. Part of the fun is discovering on your own.


Creating your own background: the basic requirements


Now that you understand the reasons for creating a background and you’re feeling inspired, there are a 
couple of things you need to know about custom Twitter backgrounds.


First, you need to know how to actually change your background. This is a simple process: just go to 
settings, then design, and then click “change background image.” You can now browse your computer 
and add any image you’d like, so long as it’s under 800k in size.


Next, the actual dimensions. This is important because improperly-sized images can be covered up by 
your Twitter profile or can start to tile, which often leads to an undesired effect. In most circumstances, 
you want your background to be large enough not to tile. To achieve this, the total image size should be 
around 1600px wide by 1200px tall. This encompasses almost all screen resolutions.


If you build a left-hand column, popular on many Twitter backgrounds, make sure that it’s small enough 
not to be covered up by the central Twitter content – many designers suggest smaller than 200px or 
235px. For more information on dimensions, check out Croncast and their numbers.


In the end, building your ideal background often requires trial-and-error. But if you’re not a designer, 
that’s not a problem – there are tools to help.


7 helpful Twitter background resources



http://twitter.com/KrisColvin

http://twitter.com/loic

http://www.croncast.com/blog/1320/Twitter-background-guidelines-template-size.php





What would a Twitter resource guide be without some useful Twitter apps? Not only do many of these 
tools provide pre-designed backgrounds, but many can also automatically update your background, 
provide detailed information and FAQs, and even fully-functional image editors. Here are a few of the 
best:


1. MyTweetSpace: MyTweetSpace is one of the simplest ways to create a Twitter background with mini-
mal effort. It allows users to create badges, add graphics, play with text, and more to create elegant 
backgrounds and left-hand text columns. You can even log in with Twitter and MyTweetSpace will au-
tomatically update your background.


2. TwitterBacks: This website provides a set of templates perfect for creating your ideal Twitter back-
ground. The templates come in PSD (Photoshop) form. In fact, my Twitter account utilizes a Twitter-
Back template as the basis for my design. Can you guess which one?


3. TweetStyle: TweetStyle offers free background templates, custom Twitter backgrounds, and a few 
useful blog posts on the subject of the backdrop.


4. Free Twitter Designer: This handy little app provides an easy-to-use image editor to help you create 
a professional-looking theme.


5. TwitBacks: This is another tool for creating backgrounds. This one specializes in left-hand column-
based backgrounds.


6. TwitterGallery: TwitterGallery is a directory of themes based on color and category. You can even 
click the “install” button under any theme, log into Twitter, and poof!…your background is ready.


7. Peekr: If you stumble across a great Twitter background and want to take a quick look at it in its pure 
form, the Peekr bookmarklet is the way to go. Click on the bookmarklet once to show only the back-
ground, and press it again to bring everything back to normal.


Start customizing and share your background


With this knowledge and these tools at your disposal, there is no reason you can’t build a killer back-
drop for your Twitter account within minutes. So what are you waiting for? Try out some different 
designs, and be sure to share your artistic flair with the rest of us by linking to your newly-designed 
Twitter account in the comments.



http://www.mytweetspace.com/

http://twitterbacks.com/

http://twitter.com/benparr

http://tweetstyle.com/

http://freetwitterdesigner.com/

http://www.twitbacks.com/

http://twittergallery.com/

http://peekr.net/





How Can I build my personal brand ? by Dan Schawbel


Today, Twitter has roughly 6 million users and is projected to grow to 18.1 million users by 2010. With 
all those people, the chances for networking are endless and connecting with new people can lead to 
career opportunities, so it is essential that your personal brand exists on the service. Last month we 
showed you a step-by-step process for building your personal brand on Facebook, and today we’re go-
ing to show you how to do the same thing on Twitter. By leveraging the Twitter platform to build your 
brand you can showcase yourself to a huge and growing audience.


1. Claim your Twitter handle


Prime domain names, especially those ending in “.com,” have long been desirable, hard to find and 
extremely expensive. By not reserving your domain name, your business or personal brand is at risk 
and you may never be able to reclaim it once you’ve lost it. With Twitter continuing its meteoric rise in 
popularity, it’s no surprise that Twitter account names are starting to be treated like domain names.


What happens when you don’t claim your Twitter handle:


• Exxon Mobil failed to claim their name on Twitter and was forced to deal with reputation manage-
ment problems, when an imposter started tweeting using @ExxonMobilCorp.


• Jack Canfield, founder and CEO of Chicken Soup for the Soul Enterprises, had to take a different user 
name because he didn’t act quickly enough to secure his full name (he has @J_Canfield, not @Jack-
Canfield).


• The same thing happened to web developer community and book publisher SitePoint, which was 
forced to settle for @sitepointdotcom, rather than @sitepoint.


Twitter handles have become so important, that there is now even an aftermarket for them, Tweex-
change, where user names are bought and sold.


Stop what you’re doing right now and claim the Twitter handle for your full name, as well as any prod-
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ucts and/or companies that you currently own or you have plans to create in the future. You can’t truly 
own your personal brand if you don’t even own your Twitter handle.


2. Decide how you want to brand yourself


Before you start actively using Twitter, you need a strategy, and the first step in developing that strategy 
is to completely fill out your user profile. One of the goals of having a Twitter account is to gain followers 
and few people want to follow an account that doesn’t look legitimate (i.e. the profile hasn’t been filled 
out and there’s no avatar).


Take a good look at your other websites and profiles and draft a Twitter bio to match the rest of your 
online branding. This is how people will find you and recognize you now and in the future, so be honest. 
Don’t brand yourself as an expert unless you already are one. Do brand yourself based on your passions 
and skill set.


Once you have everything filled out, you should spend some time focusing on your Twitter background, 
which gives you an opportunity to extend your brand image onto Twitter and create a more cohesive 
experience for your followers. There are many sites that you can use to help you develop a custom back-
ground, such as Twitpaper and Twitterimage.


I recommend creating a Twitter background that resembles the colors, format and logo from your per-
sonal or corporate website. When you create your background, add in additional information that isn’t 
covered in your Twitter profile, such as pointers to more websites, contact information, or information 
about products or services you sell.


Three techniques for branding yourself on Twitter:


1. Lead with your company: Pete Cashmore puts his company (Mashable) ahead of himself on Twitter 
by using @Mashable as the account name, but uses his personal avatar and bio. This is a smart ap-
proach for Pete because he wants to build his company’s brand, while associating his own name with 
this successful property. This also gives Mashable a face and a personality to go with it.


2. Mutual branding: More and more companies are realizing that their employees are on Twitter and 
that they can be tapped to help promote their initiatives. Some of these Twitter accounts are mutually 
branded, so that the avatar has the person’s picture and the corporate logo. Two examples are Kodak’s 
Jennifer Cisney (@kodakCB) and Allison and Mike from CareerBuilder’s PR team (@CareerBuilderPR).



http://twitpaper.com/
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3. 100% personal branding: If you’re trying to build a strong personal brand, then focus your Twitter 
handle, avatar and bio information 100% on you, instead of your company.


3. Become known as an expert or resource


Essentially, Twitter is a shorter and more viral form of blogging, so the same rules actually still apply, 
and by constantly writing or tweeting about your expertise on a specific topic, you’ll become known for 
it and people will gravitate to you and follow you. If you already have a blog, then I recommend using 
Twitterfeed, so you can syndicate your posts on Twitter automatically.


For many people, Twitter has become a filter. Trusted experts are relied upon to send their followers 
interesting and relevant links. You can subscribe to blogs and keywords using Google.com/alerts, and 
then act as an arbiter for your topic, constantly pushing out the best content. Do you want to become 
known as a personal finance enthusiast? What about a search engine marketing consultant? The best 
thing you can do for your brand on Twitter is to take your current interests and activities and establish 
a feed on Twitter to deliver that content to your audience again and again.


If you are an expert in your field, then have Q & A sessions, where you answer questions from your fol-
lowers. The more you tweet about the topic you want to be known for, the more people will remember 
you and when they need your expertise, they will contact you. It’s that simple!


4. Establish a Twitter marketing plan


Just like with any other website or blog, just because you build it, doesn’t necessarily mean people will 
come. You should have a marketing plan in place to acquire new followers.


Elements of a Twitter marketing plan:


• Email signature: You probably already place your blog or website URL and contact information in 
your email signature, so why not add your Twitter handle? It’s free promotion and every email you send 
can turn into a new follower.


• Personal/corporate website: If you already have a website for you and/or your company, then you 
have a platform on which you can promote your Twitter address to people who will probably be inter-
ested in following you.


• Blog homepage + posts: Your blog is a great place to promote your Twitter account because most 
people who read blogs know what Twitter is. You should take a two pronged approach. First, put your 
Twitter address in one of your sidebars and second, promote it discretely in posts every once in a while.


• Email newsletter: If you have an email newsletter, you can write about Twitter and link to your profile 
or put it at the bottom of your template, so that each email has a link to your account.



http://twitterfeed.com/

http://google.com/alerts





• Presentations: Do you do any public speaking? Why not include your Twitter account on the last slide 
of your presentation and tell people that they can follow you on Twitter?


• Business Card: Try including your Twitter handle on your business card. Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos, 
did this with his card.


• Article writing / guest blog posting: Whenever you write an article for a magazine, news website or 
guest post on a blog, try to include your Twitter handle in your byline.


• Networking on Twitter: By using the “@” symbol and either retweeting or communicating with other 
people, you’ll have some of them responding to you, thus promoting your Twitter account to many of 
their followers.


• Promotional products: Some people take Twitter promotion to the next level: Ted Murphy, for ex-
ample, created custom Twitter shirts that have your Twitter handle.


Just like with any social network or blog, the more people who follow you, the easier it is to grow your 
already existing community. Retweets and following other people are two essential ways to get new fol-
lowers. However, content is king on Twitter, so it is vital to make sure you produce consistent, quality 
tweets.


5. Utilize third-party applications


There are literally thousands of Twitter applications out there, but only a few that can really help you 
build your personal brand. The apps below will help you stay in touch with your industry, find people 
you can network with, save you precious time, and push out your content.


Note: If you have additional Twitter applications that aid in personal brand building to recommend, 
please tell us about them in the comment section.


• Twellow: Find people in your industry to follow and connect with using this Twitter yellow pages 
guide. You can find more Twitter directories here.


• Tweetbeep: Keep track of your brand reputation by getting alerts through email when your brand is 
mentioned on Twitter.
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• Tweetmeme: Put a button on your blog that allows your readers to more easily retweet your posts.


• Hashdictionary: Keep track of conversations that include hashtags on Twitter.


• Ping.fm: Save time by sending messages to all of your social networks at once.


• Twitter Grader: A site that ranks your influence in the Twitter world based on an algorithm. You can 
see where you stand in your town, city, state or country, as well.


• Tweetlater: Schedule tweets so that they are published automatically in the future. It’s a real time 
saver.


6. Form a Twitter “Mastermind Group”


As you may suspect, certain groups of people on Twitter constantly promote and retweet each other. 
Some of them are in what are called “mastermind groups” — groups of individuals who are committed 
to helping each other and sharing knowledge amongst themselves. They are communities of supportive 
colleagues who seek to mutually help each other become more successful. On Twitter, by finding people 
who share your interests, you’re able to help each other out and cross-promote. There are a few Twitter 
applications that help you form these special interest groups.


Group applications:


• Grouptweet: This app lets users create groups and broadcast messages to each other via direct mes-
sages sent to the group’s Twitter account.


• Twitter Groups: This site allows you to tag your followers and place them into different groups. You 
can then send messages to those groups without needing to send them to each person individually.


For more groups or a better understanding of how to go about creating one, read this previous Mash-
able post.
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Twitter Terms to Know by Pete Cashmore


Never read a twiller? Having twissues with your twerminology? Welcome, then, to the unforgivable 
abuse of the English language that some call Twitterspeak.


The trick, in most instances, is to take the first two letters of microblogging service Twitter and meld 
them, often unwillingly, to the front of your chosen word. These ungainly neologisms are so numerous 
that they now require at least two sites to track them: Twictionary and Twittonary.


The List


The latter, Twittonary, forces you to click through every letter of the alphabet methodically, despite the 
fact that most letters lack a single entry. Time saver: here’s the full list, with our suggestions below:


A-S
adventuritter: an adventurous twitterer


beetweet: a buzzing tweet; a “hot” tweet


co-twitterer: a partner that tweets on your Twitter account.


dweet: tweet sent while intoxicated


drive-by-tweet: a quick post inbetween tasks


friendapalooza: a quick burst of friend-adding


mistweet: a tweet in which one later regrets


neweeter: a new tweeter


occasionitter: an occasional tweeter


politweeter: a political tweeter


politweet: a political tweet


qwitter: a tool used to catch twitter quitters- UseQuitter.com


reportwitters: reporter style twitterers


sweeple: sweet twitter people
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Twa-
twadd: to add/follow someone to your Twitter account as a friend.


twaffic: Twitter traffic.


twaiting: twittering while waiting.


twalking: walking while twittering via text.


twapplications: Twitter applications.


Twe-
twead: to read a tweet from a fellow twitterer.


tweepish: feeling sheepish or regretful about something you tweeted.


tweeple: Twitter people, Twitter members, Twitter users.


tweeps: Twitter people that follow each other from one social media/network to another.


tweetaholism: the continued use of Twitter as an addiction that is difficult to control.


tweetaholic: someone addicted to Twitter, so much so that it may be an actual problem.


tweet-back: bringing a previous tweet conversation or reference back into the current conversation.


tweet-dropping: eavesdropping on someone else’s home page in friends mode.


tweeter: a user of Twitter.


tweeterboxes: twitterers who tweet too much.


tweetheart: that special tweeter who makes your heart skip a beat.


tweetin: when a group of twitterers agree to get together at a set time to twitter.


tweet(ing): the act of posting to Twitter.


tweets: posts on Twitter by twitterers.


tweetsulted, tweetsult: what do you think it means, you dumb twitterer?


tweetup: when twitterers meet in person – a Twitter meet up.


Twi-
twideo-cronicity: when you’re watching someone’s videos and they are simultaneously leaving a com-
ment or tweet for/at/about you.


twiking: biking while twittering via text.







twinkedIn: inviting friends made on Twitter to connect with you on LinkedIn.


twis: to dis a fellow twitterer. very bad form.


twitosphere: community of twitterers.


twittastic: fantastic, wonderful, superb.


twittcrastination: avoiding action while twittering, procrastination enabled by Twitter use.


twittduit: If you need to tweet a friend that does not follow you, post a twittduit asking your followers 
to pass a message.


twittectomy: an unfollowing of friends.


twitter-light zone: where you are when you return to Twitter after any time away and feel disoriented 
and lost.


twitter stream: a collection of tweets often times in alphabetical order


twitosphere: the community of twepple.


twitterati: The A-list twitterers.


twittercal mass: a community that has achieved a critical mass of twitterers.


twitterer: a user of Twitter (compare: tweeter).


twittering: to send a Twitter message.


twitterish: erractic behavior with short outbursts.


twitteritas: women who play with their twitters.


twitterness: a person’s contribution to the twitosphere.


twitterfly: being a social butterfly on Twitter evidenced by extreme usage of @ signs.


twitterject: interject your tweet into an existing tweet stream of conversation.


twitter-ku: those who either post on both Twitter and Jaiku or load their Twitter feed into Jaiku.


twitterlinkr: a service collecting the best links posted through Twitter.


twitterlooing: twittering from a bathroom.


twitterloop: to be caught up with friend tweets and up on the conversation.


twittermob: an unruly and ragtag horde of people who descend on an ill-prepared location after a pro-
vocative Twitter message.







twittermaps: a mashup technology that lets Twitter users find each other using google maps.


twitterpated: to be overwhelmed with Twitter messages.


twitterphoria: the elation you feel when the person you’ve added as a friend adds you back.


twitterage: rage at a twitter post.


twitterrhea: the act of sending too many Twitter messages.


Mashable’s Suggested Additions
Twegosearching: Something we never, ever do. Every 5 minutes. All day.


Twitophant / Twitophantic: One who repeatedly tweets the Top 100 in an attempt to gain more follow-
ers. Actually pretty smart.


Greentweets International: Well-meaning organizers of the Save the Fail Whales campaign.
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Twitter for Business


It’s not all play on Twitter — there’s serious business be-
ing done as well, and this guide will teach you how to put 
Twitter to work.
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Twitter tips for executives


Twitter best practices for brands


40 of the best big brands on Twitter


Using Twitter for customer service


The media maker’s guide to Twitter







Finding a job using Twitter by Sarah Evans


Tough economic times call for innovative approaches. An estimated 51 million people internationally 
are expected to lose their jobs in 2009, and with the unemployment rate on the rise, how does one find 
career opportunities fast? One great option is Twitter.


Twitter is evolving as another resource, in addition to traditional methods, for both job searching and 
recruiting.


Get the most out of your page


• Make your Twitter presence “employer-friendly”


o Put your job pitch in your Twitter bio (which is 160 characters)
o Use a professional looking avatar
o Tweet about your job search


• Utilize your Twitter background. There’s lots of space you can use to promote yourself. Don’t know 
how to create a professional-looking Twitter background? Use this free template to design your own.


• Include a link to an online CV or resume in your bio. Use a tool like VisualCV. (For more information 
on building an online resume, see Dan Schawbel’s post HOW TO: Build the Ultimate Social Media Re-
sume)


• Establish yourself as an expert in your field on Twitter. It’s important to note that you should not mis-
represent yourself. If you’re not a medical doctor, don’t play one on Twitter. As those on Twitter become 
interested in your content, when employers are looking at you, you’ll have more than just your resume 
to back up your knowledge and experience.


“It’s about who you know”


How do you get to know the right people? It’s not always about who you’re looking for, some people on 
Twitter are actually looking for YOU.


There are many job recruiters who use Twitter to look for potential candidates. Before contacting a re-
cruiter via Twitter, check out:


• Their bio
• Follower/Following ratio (Have they been around a while? Do they follow people back?)
• Click the link to their website
• Ask others in your network whether or not the recruiter is a credible source
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Here are a few recruiters representing different professions and industries on Twitter:


Christa Foley a.k.a. @electra – Christa is the recruiting manager and recruiter at Zappos.com. Christa 
gives followers an inside look into her career at Zappos. She tweets out examples of negative recruiting 
interactions with potential clients, outreach she does with high school and college students, and ulti-
mately looks for potential Zappos candidates.


Craig Fisher a.k.a. @Fishdogs – Craig is an IT and executive recruiter who co-founded A-List Solutions 
staffing firm. On Twitter he offers tweets on how to find a job in the web industry, hiring tips and tricks, 
along with professional career advice.


Jim Durbin a.k.a. @smheadhunter – A social media recruiter, Jim is active on the Twitter scene. His 
goal is to partner “social media gurus” with the right companies. Jim responds to followers’ questions, 
offers general recruiting advice and sends out “teaser” tweets for positions he thinks followers might be 
interested in.


Jennifer McClure a.k.a. @CincyRecruiter – Jennifer is an executive recruiter/coach. She often tweets 
out specific advice for job seekers, including words not to use on a resume. Jennifer is accessible to her 
followers and tweets about non-recruiting topics as well.


Laurie DesAutels a.k.a. @biotechjobs – Laurie recruits a specific niche, looking for senior level lead-
ers in the biotech and pharmaceutical industry. Her tweet stream includes links to other job search 
resources and lots of Twitter information.


Job search tools & resources


A reactive job search on Twitter probably isn’t the best way to find a job. There are many new Twitter 
tools and applications to assist with a proactive job search.


@Microjobs


Started by well-known PR professional, Brian Solis, @Microjobs was developed to bring together job 
seekers and recruiters through tweets.
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How does it work?


Recruiters begin their tweets with @Microjobs, and then submit. The @Microjobs account automati-
cally tweets out requests to its growing network of job seekers.


TweetMyJobs


Another tool born out of Twitter for job seekers and recruiters. Follow the hashtag #Tweetmyjobs and 
visit the website. This is a very simple (and free) tool for job seekers. You can subscribe to desired job 
channels and even have new openings automatically sent to your mobile phone. Even better? You can 
specify which cities you want notifications from.


Job search accounts


There are a variety of Twitter accounts dedicated to providing job listings by field, company, region, 
and more. Once you’ve decided which best match your job search, consider turning on mobile alerts 
for these accounts to be among the first to receive messages (if your mobile phone plan includes SMS 
messages).



http://tweetmyjobs.com/





By company


@attjobs – Jobs at AT&T
@mtvnetworksjobs – Jobs at MTV
@TRCareers – Jobs from Thomson Reuters


By field


@alldevjobs – Developer jobs
@ArtDirectorJobs – Art director jobs
@cwjobs – Copywriter jobs
@jobsinhiphop – Jobs in Hip-Hop
@journalism_jobs – Jobs in journalism
@juicyjobs – Green jobs
@libgig_jobs – Library Jobs 
@mediabistrojobs – Media job listings from mediabistro.com
@medical_jobs – Medical jobs
@media_pros – Jobs for media professionals
@narmsjobs – Retail marketing jobs
@PRSAjobcenter – Jobs in public relations, communications and marketing
@reflectx – Physical Therapy jobs
@seojobs – SEO job listings
@socialmediajob – Jobs in social media 
@travelmaxallied – Healthcare jobs
@travelnursejob – Jobs for traveling nurses 
@usmusicjobs – US Music Jobs 
@web_design_jobs – Web design and other graphics jobs 


By job type


@findinternships – Internships and entry level jobs for college students
@freelance_jobs – Freelance jobs
@heatherhuhman – Entry level jobs and internships
@Project4Hire – Freelance and temporary jobs
@jewish_jobs – Jewish job listings


By region


@MyBristolJobs – Job listings from mybristoljobs.co.uk
@chicagowebjobs – Web-related jobs in Chicago
@ChicagoTechJobs – Technology jobs in the greater Chicago area
@ITJobsLondon – IT jobs in London
@ITJobsSydney – IT jobs in Sydney, Australia
@JobsBoston – Jobs in the greater Boston area
@jobshawaii – Jobs in Hawaii
@NewYorkTechJobs – Technology jobs in the greater New York area
@PDXJobs – Jobs in Portland, Oregon
@sdjobs – San Diego technology jobs 
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@sfmobilejobs – Mobile Web and Digital Media jobs in Silicon Valley
@mtltweetjobs – PR/marketing/social media/tech jobs in Montreal
@TopJobsInLondon – Top jobs in London, UK
@web20jobs – UK-based web 2.0 jobs 


General


@JobAngels – Helping the unemployed find jobs
@indeed – One search. All jobs. 
@jobshouts – General job postings
@simplyhired – Job search site 
@StartUpHire – Jobs at VC backed companies
@twithire – Job board service  


To find additional Twitter job resources, use the Twitter search function and type in keywords impor-
tant in your job search. For example, “job openings,” “looking for a job,” or “healthcare career.” Addi-
tionally, you can search out others in your desired career field on sites like Twellow, Just tweet it, and 
TwitterTroll.


Your next job could be just a tweet away.
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Twitter tips for executives by Bruce Philp


When company executives speak publicly, they become part of their customer’s brand experience, and 
that’s especially true when those executives venture into the Twitterverse. Probably to the horror of 
their handlers, many corporate leaders are starting to ask questions about Twitter, and some are al-
ready using it and speaking directly to customers. That’s great, but it can also be potentially perilous, at 
least in terms of the brands they represent. If you’re a CEO, President, VP or other executive, stepping 
out from behind the curtain exposes both you and your brand to intimate scrutiny.


Yet there are a few corporate tweeters who instinctively get it right, and when they do, they add tremen-
dous value to their enterprises. Those that do it the best authenticate their brands, and add to the bank 
of customer goodwill every business depends on. Executives that have mastered Twitter have pioneered 
a new way for people to connect with the companies that want their business.


Of course, when they get it wrong, it can be damaging to the brand experience their company works to 
cultivate. Whenever I see executives using Twitter detrimentally, I’m reminded of a time I boarded a 
plane and a dapper fellow strolled on behind me, fired up the PA system, and introduced himself as the 
president of the airline. He thanked us for our business — which was cool — and he proudly informed 
us that his airline was the most profitable in the world and shopping for expensive new jets — which 
was not. Whether he realized it or not, he became part of the passenger experience that day, and talking 
about profits and capital expenditures didn’t reflect the customer focused brand we’d all put our faith 
in. Corporate leaders on Twitter face the same potential pitfalls as that airline exec.


Those who know how to use Twitter well consistently demonstrate five truths about how a CEO –- or 
any leader — should speak when they step into the Twitter spotlight. Emulating how they do it can help 
other executives get a huge return on their investment when using Twitter and avoid doing any damage 
to their brand.


1. They are their brand’s conscience


For most consumers, an ideal CEO is someone who uses their power to make sure a brand keeps its 
promises. As a business leader on Twitter, that should be your platform. What people sense in an effec-
tive company executive on Twitter is not the echo of marketing, but the principles by which they lead 
the company behind it, and their passion for the job. Skip the brand rhetoric. Your brand will thank you 
for it.







2. They don’t sell – They share


Twitter isn’t advertising, it’s a conversation. Great executive tweeters don’t try to sell to their followers, 
they try to engage them in a personal way. They share things about their company’s corporate culture, 
their leadership values, the great people around them. They help followers with problems. They make 
business competition personal, and sometimes even funny. Each tweet should be a window into the life 
of the company behind the marketing, which will make the marketing stronger as a result.


3. They are real human beings


On Twitter, what you talk about is who you are. Every Twitter user’s update history paints a true por-
trait of their character and what matters to them. So, the best executive tweeters are real people and 
sound like real people — always. They know the responsibility to keep their brand honest is a duty they 
owe their customers, but they also know that baseball practice, Saturday errands and that great burger 
they had at their favorite local eatery last night are the things that make them human. In moderation, 
share some of those things, too. People will be able to relate to you on a personal level and as a result, 
they will like and trust you more.


4. They write well


Nobody will say so out loud, but believe me: Bad grammar and punctuation, or hasty abbreviations to 
get the character count down to 140, are just a little too humanizing. Great leaders are characteristically 
great communicators, and it’s no different on Twitter. Sure, informality is fine, charming even, but con-
fident prose is one way people recognize leadership in this forum. Nobody wants to do business with a 
sixteen-year-old CEO, and the best executive tweeters don’t write like one.







5. They commit


The best executive tweeters are people who have decided to join the party. They tweet a few times a day, 
and do so at least a few days a week. They build a community and become familiar with their followers. 
They establish relationships, running jokes, and a personality that defines them. Corporate leaders on 
Twitter that don’t tweet often can seem distant, or worse, when they do. We don’t feel like they’ve joined 
the party. We just feel like they walked into the room to make an announcement, and then left. I won’t 
go so far as to say that you shouldn’t be a Twitter user if you’re not prepared to commit. But almost.


Joining the Twitter community as a leader makes your voice inseparable from your company’s reputa-
tion and its brand. What effective CEO tweeters understand, though, is that this doesn’t mean you are 
that brand. People will follow you, initially at least, because they’re curious to understand who your 
company is in a deeper way than traditional media allow. But they’ll stay with you only if they like, 
respect and trust what they discover. Which, as any leader will tell you, is what leadership is all about.


Finding executives on Twitter
Though it is actually a marketing vehicle for Microsoft, ExecTweets is a great resource for finding ex-
ecutives on Twitter. The site categorizes executives who use Twitter and lets users vote on their favorite 
tweets from those corporate leaders. The WeFollow directory is another good resource, just search for 
tags like “CEO” and “executive” to locate executive tweeters.


Disclosure: ExecTweets is a Federated Media program. Federated is an ad partner of Mashable.
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Twitter best practices for brands by Michael Brito


Having a Twitter profile doesn’t mean you’re a social media master, but it is a great tool for conversa-
tions, building community and finding the latest industry news. That’s why Hollywood is on Twitter, 
athletes are on Twitter, your competitors are on Twitter, and hopefully you are on Twitter too.


But for brands, there’s an art to using Twitter, and the most successful at it follow an unwritten set of 
rules. The following are 10 important practices for brands to follow on Twitter; these are lessons that I 
have learned while working in the enterprise.


1. Do your research before engaging customers


Know how your customers use Twitter. It takes only a minute to go to Twitter Search and find out if 
there are any conversations happening about your brand, product, service or industry. Know what your 
customers are saying about you.


If your search yields zero results, don’t worry: there may still be an opportunity for you and your brand 
to establish a presence and start a conversation on the service. However, Twitter may or may not be the 
right tool for you to engage your consumers.


2. Determine organizational goals


Not all brands utilize Twitter in the same way. Some, like @ComcastCares, use Twitter to provide cus-
tomers with support. Other branded Twitter accounts, such as @DellOutlet, have utilized the service to 
sell products.


It’s important to think about what you are trying to achieve using Twitter before devoting your time and 
resources to it. You’re likely to get more out of it that way.


3. Utilize either a branded or personal profile


You have two options: you can either use a branded profile with your company’s logo, or you can opt to 
create a more personal profile that unites your own personal brand with that of the company.


If employees are using Twitter to primarily engage with people on behalf of the company, they should 
have a branded profile. A branded profile is one that clearly identifies the user as an employee of the 
company; usually through a username (i.e. @Intel_Eric, @synopsys_roy, @MelfromSymantec, @AM-
DOpteronPhil, @RichardatDELL to name a few) or has a branded background picture and bio.


Whichever option you choose, there has to be a level of balance. Branded profiles are great for certain 
things – for example, industry news, contests, investor relations, etc. Personal profiles are more benefi-
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cial if your organization wants to leverage the employee’s personal micro-community or wants to have 
a more human presence.


4. Build your Twitter equity and credibility


To be a successful brand on Twitter, you have to build credibility and equity. That doesn’t necessarily 
refer to the number of followers, tweets, or retweets you may have, although these are important fac-
tors. Rather, it’s more about developing a reputation as a trusted source of information or being seen as 
an expert in a particular subject.


You won’t succeed in building your Twitter equity by pushing out one way marketing messages about 
your product. Instead ask questions, be personal, and engage people naturally within the Twitter com-
munity. Otherwise, customers won’t listen to what you have to say.


I usually follow the 80/20 rule: 80 percent of my tweets are conversational and personal, 20 percent 
are about the company I work for. I’ve found that this has really helped build customer engagement and 
link click-through rates.


5. Track metrics and conversation trends


Any enterprise or medium sized business should invest in a paid tracking service like Radian6 or Nielsen 
to better track Twitter conversations, identify trends, measure sentiment, and to get a quantifiable pic-
ture of what is going on in the social web.



http://www.radian6.com/cms/home

http://en-us.nielsen.com/main/measurement/online





One metric you absolutely must track: how much money Twitter has saved your brand. How many is-
sues did you solve, leads did you create, and dollars did you save through Twitter engagement versus 
traditional resources?


If your goal is to handle customer support issues via Twitter, it’s wise to check if there is any decrease 
in the call volume to your support center. And if you are selling products via Twitter (as Dell is doing), 
you should of course measure your sales via that channel.


6. Don’t go overboard; less structure is better


Your Twitter use can appear disingenuous and inhuman if you’re too structured with your approach, to 
the point where your community may be turned off. Treat your Twitter relationships the same way you 
would any other relationship. Honestly, how much planning or structure is needed before spending the 
evening out with friends?


Your Twitter experience will change and evolve over time, because the community that follows you will 
help shape what you say and how you respond. Remember to always use the 80/20 rule, but be flexible 
with your approach.


I’m not saying that you should let your employees run wild on Twitter, though. Planning, training, co-
ordination and integration with social tools is imperative — just don’t go overboard and create a social 
media policy that is too restrictive.


7. Listen and observe before engaging


Don’t just start tweeting assuming that the Twitter community is going to accept you with open arms. 
It’s important that you spend some time just listening and observing the behavior of those who are talk-
ing about you or your company. Understand how your customers behave and adjust accordingly.


You don’t have to follow everyone that mentions your company to listen in on the conversation. In fact, 
this may irritate some people. Instead, when you’re ready to start answering questions, @reply them. In 
my experience, nine times out of ten, they’ll end up following you. Let the relationship grow from there.


8. Be authentic & believable


Authenticity is the golden rule in social media. We’ve known this for years, but there is another, related 
rule that is just as important: you and your brand need to be believable. This means spending time lis-
tening to your community, observing it, and learning about the dynamics of that community.


Your will become believable only after you have established trust among those in your community. 
Because I am trusted by my followers, if I tweet that my new netbook is amazing and fits my mobile 
lifestyle, people will believe me and perhaps even buy one (it is amazing, by the way).


9. Track, measure, and iterate


If there’s one thing that bugs me about working in the corporate environment, it’s the amount of time 
needed to execute. Sometimes it’s better just to launch a product or initiative, track it, measure the re-
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sults and then iterate.


I learned this concept working at Yahoo for Mike Speiser, who was the VP of Community Products (and 
founded ePinions and Bix). This was his philosophy at Yahoo, and it worked, especially in the competi-
tive landscape of social networks.


The great thing about the social web is that it’s not difficult to track the results of Twitter engagement, 
assuming you have determined what your organization’s goals are. It’s even easier to change course if 
you find that your efforts aren’t working according to plan.


10. Don’t just strategize: execute!


Multiple daily conference calls are the norm in corporate America. Strategy sessions and meetings to 
plan strategy sessions are also constants. While this may be fine when planning a new product launch 
or corporate initiative, it is the wrong approach to using Twitter.


We spend too much time strategizing with little to no execution. When you have too many ideas and not 
enough people who are willing to roll up their sleeves and get stuff done, you are going to find yourself 
late to the game. Or, in the case of Twitter, late to the conversation.


By spending too much time trying to think of the best strategy, you are going to miss priceless oppor-
tunities to fix problems, answer questions, turn sour situations around, and create brand affinity with 
customers. 


With Twitter your mantra should be: just get out there and try it.
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40 of the best big brands on Twitter by Jennifer Van Grove


We all know brands are using Twitter — whether or not you want them around. Some of them don’t 
quite get the medium and just tweet self-serving links or marketing speak, but you won’t find any of 
those brands here. We’ve handpicked 40 of the best brands experimenting with the micro-blogging 
platform, and asked them a few short questions about how they’re using Twitter.


If some of their responses seem short, well that’s because they are. I asked each brand correspondent to 
answer our queries in 140 characters or less. Most of them got the point, a few rambled on a bit too long, 
and only asked me if “u” was acceptable in lieu of “you.” All in all, we’ve found some amazing people, 
doing some pretty powerful things at big companies, and all via Twitter.


Smart brands use Twitter in meaningful ways, and most of them use their brand name as a way to make 
sure customers can find and recognize them. This piece, and the knowledge I learned from the inces-
sant hours invested, demonstrate why brands do belong on Twitter. No other medium gets you inside a 
business or brand quiet like Twitter.


And if you’re a brand that didn’t make our list, let us know why your tweets deserve consideration in 
the comments.


Cars


Who cares what a car company has to say in 140 characters or less, right? Well, think again. Some of the 
biggest car manufacturers are using the medium to connect with customers, fight misconceptions, and 
convince people to give their vehicles a test drive. The brands, and the people behind them, highlighted 
here are engaging with their biggest fans and critics, and they’re doing it all via real-time tweets.


Chevrolet


Twitter Name: AdamDenison


Chevrolet Official Tweeter: Say hello to Adam Denison, the PR guy for Chevrolet Corvette, Camaro, Im-
pala and HHR. On top of managing media inquiries on these cars, he also tweets about them; updating 
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with cool news and exchanging tweets and pics with car enthusiasts. He’s on Twitter because he wanted 
to be a part of the online dialogue around Chevrolet saying, “People especially love to talk about their 
cars: good or bad.”


Stats: 156 following/573 followers


When asked about a great Twitter story: “I could talk for a long time about how I Twittered for hours on 
end helping to clarify misconceptions about GM during the loan hearings!  (That’s a hard one to answer 
in 140 characters or less).”


On whether or not he gets overwhelmed: “Not yet, but I sometimes get overwhelmed when I open my 
Twitter Search RSS feeds and see how many people are talking about any of my cars.”


On interesting (good and bad) replies: “There were many during the loan hearings with Congress. It 
was amazing to see how passionately people were either for or against us.”


Ford


Twitter Name: ScottMonty


Ford Official Tweeter: You probably already know Scott Monty, but if you don’t you should. He’s the su-
per friendly and super social head of social media at Ford. According to Monty, Ford made the jump to 
Twitter when he came up with the “idea to tweet on behalf of Ford and to harmonize all of our accounts; 
i.e., every account starts with @Ford.”


Stats: 8,425 following/8,494 followers


Why Ford tweets: “It’s part of a larger social media strategy to humanize the Ford brand and put con-
sumers in touch with Ford employees.”


On what’s great about using Twitter for Ford: “Keeping up with the many people who are passionate 
about Ford vehicles and educating people who might not be aware of all of the great products and prog-
ress we’re making.”


On what’s coming in 2009: “I’ll be getting other Ford employees up and running on many of our ac-
counts, so it’s more than just me representing the company on Twitter.”
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General Motors


Twitter Name: GMblogs


General Motors Official Tweeter: There are a few people behind the GMblogs account, but Robyn Hen-
derson in social media communications was kind enough to give us 140 characters worth of answers 
and opinions even though she was busy at an Auto show with limited email access via her BlackBerry. 
You can also find Robyn tweeting as robnh.


Stats: 1,514 following/2,052 followers


Why they tweet: “Experiment at first, but now for feedback, to clarify misconceptions, hear from and 
talk to customers/observers who may not comment on our blogs”


On interesting experiences via Twitter: “It’s surprising how many GM employees and alumni find us 
here and introduce themselves. I like hearing personal stories about cars too.”


Most frequent tweet replies: “We get a lot of ‘cool, thanks,’ and ‘where can I get more information on 
that car. ”


Honda


Twitter Name: Alicia_at_Honda


Official Tweeter: Meet Alicia Jones, she works in Corporate Affairs and Communications for the Ameri-
can division of this big shot car brand. She says that she’s using Twitter for Honda as “another com-
munications tool, one that allows for a direct connection to engage and respond in a way that I cannot 
otherwise.”


Stats: 985 following/936 followers


On how she manages the account: “Twitter is a small part of my job, so I try to respond when I can, as 
soon as I can. I don’t automate responses or auto follow.”
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Why her tweets are unique: “I’m in a unique position to talk about all of Honda, not just one product 
line or area- from new cars, to ASIMO robot to Rose Parade, lots!”


Two awesome replies: “@kickingtires said I was a rockstar for getting to work w/ ASIMO-have to love 
that! @jimmyfallon about seeing ASIMO in person-still hoping!”


Travel


This is a big category and it’s growing every day. We’ve include airlines, hotels, a cruise ship, and even 
a rental car service under the travel umbrella. We admire these big brands for being bold on Twitter, 
and we hope that their ground-breaking efforts lead to better service for all of us who travel and know 
just how stressful it can be.


Jet Blue


Twitter Name: JetBlue


Jet Blue Official Tweeter: Meet Morgan Johnston, manager of corporate communications with Jet Blue. 
Morgan’s high flying Twitter philosophy is to tweet as the community sees fit saying, “our role on Twit-
ter is driven by the requests of our followers. Twitter is a great way to talk to many, but even better for 
listening.”


Stats: 10,771 following/10,076 followers


So why is JetBlue tweeting?: “Our goal would be to make ourselves available, help whenever possible, 
and to show that our brand is built by real people who care about our customers.”


Most interesting Twitter discussion: “Probably being asked what our policy was on furries following 
an exchange http://is.gd/f1k8.” [I’m not sure what furries are, but I think it’s a Comic Con thing, and 
vaguely reminds me of something I saw on Entourage.]


On plans to promote the account to passengers: “Short answer: no, we want to grow naturally with 
the Twitter audience, long answer: We know we’re guests of the Twitter community. Inviting our own 
guests who might not understand how Twitter works, and only see it as a tool to talk to us is a bit pre-
sumptuous.”


A follow-up to the above question: “There are some rules and practices on Twitter that aren’t immedi-
ately obvious to new users. (following, DMs, replys) It’s hard to help when people sign up and simply 
say, ‘hey, when’s my flight?’ assuming we see an unaddressed tweet.”
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Southwest Airlines


Twitter Name: SouthwestAir


Southwest Airlines Official Tweeter: Meet Christi Day, the emerging social media specialist at South-
west Airlines, and the gal behind the famously low fair offering and customer-friendly twittering air-
line. According to Christi, Southwest, an early Twitter adopter, “had been blogging for more than a year 
when we discovered and joined Twitter in July 2007. We were intrigued by its possibilities.”


Stats: 6,085 following/8,287 followers


On 2009 promotional opportunities via Twitter: “We will do announcements on Twitter from events…
posting pics/vids. And whatever else unfolds, we’re open to ideas : )” [Twitterers take note - I think 
she’s hinting that they want good ideas from you]


On lessons learned: “Be honest, be real, be quick, be FUN”


When asked about internal awareness re:Twitter: “Hard to say for sure, but we promote our activity 
internally and encourage Employee participation.”


Luxor Las Vegas


Twitter Name: LuxorLV


Official Tweeter: If you’re ever in Vegas make sure to stop by the Luxor and introduce yourself to 
Brandie, their interactive marketing manager. She’s tweeting a pyramid full of Twitter-size nuggets 
including customer recommendations to help guests make the most of their stay, and offering special 
Twitter deals.


Stats: 1,786 following/1,422 followers


On how they’re promoting the account to guests: ” Twitter, fb & blog are on every pg of our website as 
well as 2 dedicated pages w/where we are throughout the social.”


Why they’re tweeting: “Customer insights, customer service & educating guests about the new Luxor 
and all our new offerings and/or special promotions.”
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Twitter-only giveaways: “We’ve done exclusive promotions & I’ve given tickets to special events (I.e. 
Fantasy Calendar release party, CRISS ANGEL Believe gala party.”


Marriott International Hotels and Resorts


Twitter Name: MarriottIntl


Official Tweeter: John Wolf is the senior director of public relations and your Twitter concierge on 
behalf of the Marriott hotel chain. He says that the Twitter account was a natural extension from the 
Chairman’s blog, started in 2007. John does admit that he “had been following the emergence of Twit-
ter and at first wasn’t convinced how it would support our strategic communications, until I decided to 
test it.” And from the looks of it, the Marriott has an extended stay planned for Twitter.


Stats: 1,017 following/1,441 followers


On attracting an audience organically: “If we have something compelling to say, people will find us. 
With that said, inclusion in regular mailings to Marriott Rewards members is one publicity tool we have 
used to get the word out.”


Regarding senior staff’s awareness of the account: “They’ve become much more familiar with it over the 
past few months. It was a stealth launch. Now I am kidded that I can’t get through a conversation about 
communications without mentioning Twitter.”


Twitter’s response after Islamabad hotel was attacked: “We used Twitter to send out updates because it 
was the big news story. (Something we would do again in the future but hopefully won’t ever have to.) 
The replies and direct messages of sympathy from followers and non-followers from around the world 
were truly uplifting and reminded me just how positive a force social media can be.”


Carnival Cruise Lines


Twitter Name: CarnivalCruise


Official Tweeter: Say bon voyage to Carnival Cruise Lines Twitter captain, Stephanie Leavitt, the gal 
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manning the Twitter seas and keeping things afloat at CarnivalConnections.com. She says that “Carni-
val uses twitter to connect with online guests. We try to provide quick and helpful updates on platforms 
that people are comfortable with (i.e. on their terms). ”


Stats: 97 following/691 followers


On how they promote their Twitter account: “…it’s not in your face. Our online guests visiting carnival.
com, our Facebook page or one of our blogs find links to the acct.  We let word of mouth do the rest.”


Most unique reply received: “”You took my cruise shirts! Give back my shirt you son of a b**tch!” From 
Frank_Costanza about #festivus. We did follow up. His t-shirt is in the mail  ”


On ‘09 goals: “We’re expanding our efforts by bringing new “features” in 09, but you’ll have to follow 
us to find out the answer.”


Hertz


Twitter Name: ConnectByHertz


Official Tweeter: New kid on the Twitter block, Vish Malige is the director of internal audit, and he’s 
tweeting on behalf of the company to create more community and awareness around their car rental 
service and sharing club, Connect. From the looks of the account, Hertz is genuinely interested in being 
a smart brand on Twitter (that’s why they made our list), but they’ve still got a lot to learn. For example, 
Vish, the who guy who tweets, wasn’t able to respond to our questions, so you’ll be hearing from Paula 
Rivera from their PR department.


Stats: 87 following/82 followers


What is the Connect car sharing club?: “…it’s an environmentally-friendly, economical alternative to 
car ownership that can save members hundreds of dollars a month in car ownership costs. When using 
Connect by Hertz, everything is included in the hourly fee:  gas, maintenance, insurance, and parking.”


About offering promotions via Twitter: “The free promotion has been going well and we have had many 
inquiries about it and, more importantly, have had numerous people join from twitter.”


On senior staff’s awareness around Twitter: “Hertz’s senior staff is familiar with Twitter and supportive 
of our using this outlet as a real time way to develop relationships and build dialogue with our custom-
ers.”


Sports Teams
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Yep, some of the most recognizable and historic sports teams are tweeting. Not all of them get it right, 
but these four certainly know how, when, and why to tweet. Each of the guys behind these fantastic four 
accounts was a joy to converse with even though I’m pretty sure I came off as a crazy twittering sports 
fan girl. You’ll have to keep reading to find out why.


Chicago Bulls


Twitter Name: chicagobulls


Chicago Bulls Official Tweeter: Tweet a friendly fan hello to Jeremy Thum, director of interactive mar-
keting. He really gets the medium and says that they’re hoping to “increase interaction w/ fans in a new 
way, mainly hope to create a mechanism for 2-way conversation instead of just 1-way marketing from 
us.”


Stats: 314 following/429 followers


On whether or not the players tweet: “I’ll say not ‘yet’ (they may be aware of twitter overall, but I don’t 
think any of them are using it like say @the_real_shaq).”


What he loves: “I love it when fans @ reply with game observations and complaints about the reffing 
during games (most of which are spot-on).”


A reply that’s stuck with him: “How bout this: You think they may want to stop shooting from behind 
the arc, if you are 1 of 10? How difficult could it be to drive the ball?”


Detroit Pistons


Twitter Name: DETPistons


Detroit Pistons Official Tweeters: In Twitter-speak, the account is managed by @Tomshea and @doug-
wernert. They work for Weber Shandwick, the Piston’s agency, and are trying to boost fan engagement 
with the team. They’re using Twitter as a “part of a larger social media strategy- includes a social net-
work (PostingUp), team blogs, video, etc. It’s all about dialogue.”
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Stats: 449 following/454 followers


Tweets they see alot of: “Fans like to vent about the team’s performance and their favorite players, so 
we get comments on that. We also ask for feedback on topics.”


On whether team members and coaching staff know about Twitter: “Yes, and we’re working on making 
them a larger part of the strategy. @The_Real_Shaq has made an impression and we’re hoping others 
follow.”


Their goals for 2009: “We’re working on a social media meet up with Posting Up (the fan community) 
and Twitter fans and guest tweets from players, coaches, etc. We’ll keep you posted.”


Portland Trail Blazers


Twitter Name: pdxtrailblazers


Portland Trail Blazers Official Tweeter: Dan, also known as @danstwitter, is the director of interactive 
marketing and media for the trail blazing team. He says that they primarily want to “engage in conver-
sation w/ fans & non-fans. (this can lead into pushing people to and from your site + get the pulse of 
your universe).” He’s also actively trying to build up the Twitter operation in 2009, and “working on 
Tweeting game-time info, from practice, and pix behind the scenes.”


Stats: 814 following/907 followers


The questions he gets asked the most: “1) Where can you buy tix? (when we’re sold out), 2) Is Greg Oden 
coming back? (that’s when he was out last year). 3) How can I work there?


Replies he loves: “From @Jukent Blazers beating Boston w/out B-Roy. Wow. That win shut my mouth 
on any bad talk of what we could or couldnt do. Go Blazers!”


Right before I was about to ask for a date with a player: “People asking for dates from BlazerDancers. 
No joke. You’re thinking… really? Did you really just ask me that? Really… are we fling.com?”


On using other social media properties to get fans closer to the game: “We did some stuff with ustream.
tv for live video chats (90k views). QIK needs to have an official iPhone app. I won’t jailbreak mine.”
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San Diego Chargers


Twitter Name: chargers


Official Tweeter: Meet Joel Price (@joelprice), my personal favorite sports tweeting man (I’m a HUGE 
Chargers fan and he reads Mashable, which totally rocks). He works as the new media manager (”and 
part-time water boy”) and tweets about the good, the bad, and even the ugly when it comes to team-
related matters. He says they’re using Twitter primarily to, “quickly communicate with the fan base,” 
and he was kind enough to respond to my inquires immediately following the rough loss in Pittsburgh.


Stats: 482 following/775 followers


On Twitter awareness in the organization: “Some players know about it, never talked with the coaching 
staff about it.”


On whether the players are tweeting: “No, LT and Rivers have fake accounts, just some fan, I guess. 
every athlete should do twitter just look at the success of @lancearmstrong”


Parting words: “Just about to take off from Pittsburgh.  ”


Entertainment


Twitter is a great place for entertainment venues, properties, and providers to create a presence. We 
chat about cable, internet, TV, movies, and all things entertainment-related while we tweet, so it only 
makes sense that these brands start talking with us (instead of just at us).


92Y


Twitter Name: 92Y and 92YTribeca


92Y Official Tweeter: Meet Amanda ReCupido, associate publicist, and twitterer behind the 92YTribe-
ca account. Her cohort Andrew Krucoff, director of web content, tweets uptown for the 92Y version. 
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They’re both using Twitter on behalf of the arts, educational, and entertainment venues because they 
“wanted to be where the conversation was happening, and tap into the immediacy of Twitter.”


Why you should follow them: “Follow for breaking 92Y and 92YTribeca news: updated event info, add-
ed guests, live-Tweets of events, trivia, behind the scenes & more!”


On Twitter giveaways: “Yes, we have and plan to offer special promotions and ticket giveaways to events 
via Twitter.”


A great Twitter reply: “A fan from WV asked us to say hi to Janeane Garofalo for them; someone else 
admitted to listening to the Labyrinth soundtrack on the subway.”


The Travel Channel


Twitter Name: travelchannel


Official Tweeter: Take a Twitter trip with Pete Dorogoff as your tour guide. Pete works in Digital Mar-
keting for the cable television channel and thinks that “Tweeting is a great way for us to connect fans 
directly with our talent. It allows us to reach our most loyal followers in a personal way.”


Stats: 819 following/1,213 followers


On whether they’ll talk about Twitter on air: “We don’t currently promote Twitter on-air; however, 
some of our most popular show hosts are tweeting from the field.”


An interesting show idea pitched via Twitter: “Oh, we’ve heard it all! One of the most interesting tweets 
we received was someone suggesting Andrew do a Bizarre Foods episode in Prison.”


What Pete finds challenging about the medium: “There’s a balance in what is valuable information to 
our audience. We strive for connection & engagement – without overloading anyone.”


Comcast


Twitter Name: comcastcares
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Comcast Official Tweeter: Meet customer service and Twitter celebrity, Frank Eliason, the man who 
is single-handedly changing the way we think about cable service providers. His twittering ways have 
garnered attention from all media, new and old, including a feature story in the New York Times. We 
exchanged more than a few DMs about Comcast and Twitter, and it’s clear that Frank is passionate 
about his work on the service.


Stats: 7,612 following/7,378 followers


Expanded operations to manage the load: “We have multiple users on Twitter so we could easily have 
them log in at the same time. They are @comcastbill @comcastgeorge and others.”


On Comcast HQ’s awareness around Twitter: “This may require a few tweets. I would imagine most of 
the organization is aware of our activities in social media. Twitter is just a part,” and, “This has 2 ben-
efits. First it is meeting Customers where they are. It is a natural progression of Customer Service,” and, 
“2nd – As we strive to improve the Customer experience, feedback in social media is the story in the 
Customer’s words. This is powerful,” and, “We share feedback via a newsletter to many leaders in the 
organization each and every day.”


Great customer service story: “@hardaway is one of those. She had trouble with her Airport Extreme & 
internet…Tweets moved to phone as we worked to figure out what was going on. We talked about other 
stuff and became true friends..”


Marvel Entertainment


Twitter Name: Marvel


Marvel Entertainment Official Tweeter: Meet Ryan Penagos, editor at Marvel.com and all around awe-
some guy who’s spreading the Marvel love to comic book lovers everywhere. According to Ryan, the 
Twitter account was born out of his own Twittering hobby (he tweets as agent_m); “I’d been Tweeting 
for a while and thought it was the perfect way to interact with our fans on a more formal level. All Mar-
vel, all the time.”


Stats: 115 following/4,435 followers


How Twitter is affecting the day to day: “Well, it’s an important part of our day to day activities for Mar-
vel.com and our staff & creators have gained more exposure.”


What fans think of Marvel on Twitter: “They love it! We’ve always been a company with a great relation-
ship to fans, but now there’s more of a presence for them to interact with.”


Favorite replies: “Oy, that’s tough! We get a ton of replies and the best are usually when we ask people 
what they’re doing, eating or reading. Fun stuff.”
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DIRECTV


Twitter Name: DIRECTV


DIRECTV Official Tweeter: Meet Charles Miller, director of inbound e-mail operations and social me-
dia strategy. Charles is tweeting up a storm, getting the word out, and really connecting with customers 
online. He says that DIRECTV is using Twitter “primarily to listen but also engage. Twitter is unique 
for its real-time understanding of your challenges and fans. Very concise and real.” Looking to connect 
with him personally? He also tweets as chasmiller.


Stats: 311 following/787 followers


Great quote: “I am used to keeping it to 140 or less  ”


Why Twitter matters: “You can forget that even with all these great features that have been around for 
awhile, it can still be new, fun and overwhelming to some”


Funniest Reply: “What freaks me out most is the DVR! I have to go flip laundry-pause; kids screaming 
& I can’t hear-pause; gotta p**-pause.”


PopCap


Twitter Name: popcap_games


PopCap Official Tweeter: Meet Xuyen Nguyen who works as their community manager and manages 
social media marketing efforts. The popular game company, that produces online titles like Bejewled 2 
(a personal favorite), is using Twitter “to actively engage with customers in the casual & accessible way 
that only social networks can do.”


Stats: 482 following/569 followers


What they’ve learned from Twitter: “How to communicate in 140 characters or less! i.e. lose the busi-
ness lingo & communicate casually & show we’re real people. We’re also beginning to appreciate just 
how huge and powerful the blogosphere is!”
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Most unique reply: “Was thinking of v-day promos & asked everyone what they usually did on vday. 
Favorite reply: grumble about how much we hate the jewelry commercials”


On whether Twitter gets overwhelming: “At first, because there are so many tweets you feel like you 
have to answer everybody! Then you realize that that’s the nature of twitter…”


TV Guide


Twitter Name: TVGuide


TV Guide Official Tweeter: Meet Paul Greenberg, executive vice president & general manager of TV 
Guide Online. Not only is this big wig tweeting, but he’s using Twitter in one of the most brand appro-
priate ways I have ever seen. If I give Paul a little extra love it’s because even in the midst of the Golden 
Globes, he was incredibly responsive to my pleads for an interview and even offered to chat with me 
over the phone. The totally fab and genius Twitterer updates the account with a smattering of pop cul-
ture news, TV related buzz, celebrity spottings, and frequent replies to fans and followers. Go Paul!


Stats: 1391 following/1823 followers


On why TV Guide tweets: “We like to connect with users and keep them updated wherever they are, 
which is how we’ve quadrupled to 15mm uniques in 2 years.”


Great replies (he couldn’t pick just one): “Did I ever tell you my idea for a Burn Notice drinking game? 
Every time they eat yogurt it is a drinking moment. What do you think?” or, “I’ll defend every shot of 
Saving Private Ryan, even the framing device. Shakespeare in Love is only good for Gwyneth’s boobs,” 
and finally, “Bloodsuckers are the new black. Not sure what that says about the American psyche.”


On whether it gets to be too much: “No. We’re used to the pace of breaking news, and Twitter is a perfect 
vehicle for us.”


Finance


What are companies like Wachovia, H&R Block, and Intuit doing on Twitter? You wouldn’t think they 
would be able to find much of an audience, after all who wants to be reminded that taxes are due while 
browsing Twitter? These three businesses, however, are working hard to make themselves relevant and 
accessible to customers and naysayers alike.
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Wachovia


Twitter Name: Wachovia


Wachovia Official Tweeter: Be nice to Matthew Wadley, who works in corporate communications, and 
who is brave enough to really put himself and the brand out there in spite of our current economic 
situation. He’s tweeting because “Wachovia wanted to test the social networking waters in a way that 
allowed us to listen and engage with our customers.”


Stats: 201 following/1,082 followers


Questions that are hard to answer via Twitter: “Account-specific questions tend to be challenging be-
cause there’s only so much that we can help them with through a tweet.”


On the internal and external response to the account: “Extremely positive but somewhat surprised to 
see a traditional company engaged in an emerging social community.”


On great replies: “Nothing specific comes to mind… probably all the welcoming tweets we got when our 
‘@Wachovia’ domain went ‘live.’”


H&R Block


Twitter Name: HRBlock


H&R Block Official Tweeter: Meet Paula Drum, the VP of marketing who was kind enough to respond to 
our questions in the midst of their National Tax Day event. According to her, things are going great for 
H&R Block on Twitter, which they use “to share valuable information, listen to what people are saying, 
provide moral support & solve problems.” Paula’s also on Twitter as pauladrum.


Stats: 1309 following/1064 followers


Most rewarding and challenging aspects of using Twitter: “Most rewarding: interacting with consumers 
1:1.  Love that connection – it’s great to help.  Challenge: respond quickly in a 24/7 environment.”
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Sage Advice: “Brands that want to participate in Twitter need to be committed & be part of the com-
munity. This is not advertising.”


Best Reply Ever: “I never thought I would be a @hrblock groupie.”


Intuit


Twitter Name: Intuit


Official Tweeter: Scott Wilder is Intuit’s general manager for online communities. He, along with the 
rest of the Intuit team (@1practicalgal), wants to “meet our customers’ needs wherever they are using 
their preferred communication tools.” Which means that you can expect him to be hanging around the 
Twitter water cooler, happy to listen and ready to help if need be.


Stats: 2,000 following/1,154 followers


Regarding awareness around Twitter: “Senior level staff is very familiar with Twitter — and like the rest 
of the company, uses Twitter as a listening outpost and as a way to inform customers.”


The pros and cons of Twitter: “Most rewarding: Answering Small Business questions — so they can 
manage their company better. Most challenging: Answering sometimes a question in 140 characters or 
less.”


Retail


You’re bound to recognize a few these prominent brands making waves in the Twitter ocean. Some have 
been around the block, and others are just ramping up their Twitter operations. Either way it’s nice to 
know they’re out there fielding our questions, offering us special discounts, and responding to the in-
evitable bad customer service experiences we tweet about.


Best Buy
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Twitter Name: BestBuyRemix


Best Buy Official Tweeter: They’ve got a few at the helm, but Keith Burtis is the guy behind the remix 
account and he works as Best Buy’s community manager for Remix (he’s focused on technology, they’ve 
got others focused on the retail side of things), and he’s working with a team on Best Buy’s Open API 
project. If you haven’t heard, Best Buy is letting developers access their data set to create widgets and 
mobile applications for a better consumer experience. He says all Best Buy twitterers use the site “to 
help facilitate communication, collaboration and community among our user base. Also to be human 
and be available.”


Stats: 552 following/404 followers


On their cool Twitter bot: “We have a tool that has been built on the Remix API that allows anyone on 
twitter to look-up items in the Best Buy Product catalog and check it’s availability and nearest location. 
Our twitter bot, responds in an @ Message back to the person with the question.”


Why Twitter is challenging: “There is an expectation of immediacy around twitter. Being as timely as 
people would like with information can be a challenge.”


The Home Depot


Twitter Name: TheHomeDepot


The Home Depot Official Tweeter: Meet Sarah Molinari, Home Depot’s corporate communications 
manager and queen of proactive customer service via Twitter. Sarah’s all over Twitter these days, but 
she took a short breather to talk to me about the company’s Twitter account and why she’s hitting the 
Twitter streets. Sarah believes “Twitter provides another way for our customers to reach the company. 
I offer help and answer questions about our stores and our business.”


Stats: 2,371 following/2,745 followers


When asked to pick a unique tweet: “It’s hard to pick one. Especially when so many of the conversations 
I have on Twitter end up being about toilets and such!”


On senior staff and their awareness of Twitter: “They are aware and supportive of its continued use to 
benefit our customers.”


What’s she’s learning via Twitter: “It’s about sharing relevant info and being available when customers 
need us. That could be when a hurricane is bearing down or when someone’s water heater breaks.”



http://twitter.com/thehomedepot





American Apparel


Twitter Name: americanapparel


American Apparel Official Tweeter: Meet Lisa Kim, website manager for the über hip clothing manu-
facturer. Not only is she using the account to reach out to dissatisfied customers, but she’s also crowd-
sourcing for ways to improve, and including pics from customers on the official American Apparel blog.


Stats: 1,600 following/1,633 followers


Why American Apparel tweets: “We don’t have an official goal but we’d like to give our customers a way 
to get in touch w/ us and give us feedback and ideas for products.”


How they use Twitter for customer service: “We saw a tweet from someone who received less than stel-
lar customer service at a store in Canada & we got in touch with them to sort it out.”


Rubbermaid


Twitter Name: rubbermaid


Rubbermaid Official Tweeter: Meet Jim Deitzel the brand’s e-marketing manager. His title might be 
a little old-fashioned, but his Twitter usage is totally in style. Jim tweets with flair, engaging with rub-
bermaid users and organizers, and even giving away nice little treats from time to time. Don’t be fooled 
by the low follower count; Rubbermaid is a brand that really gets it.


Stats: 881 following/882 followers


Why he tweets: “I wanted to reach out to the professional organizer community and it turns out many 
were using Twitter. It was a great way to communicate.”


What he’s learned: “I’ve learned to not rely on spell check anymore  And that whatever I tweet can & 
could be held against me  ”


Strangest retweet: “Recently someone retweeted every reply I made to them. I thought that to be rather 
odd.”



http://twitter.com/americanapparel
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Whole Foods


Twitter Name: wholefoods


Whole Foods Official Tweeter: Meet Marla Erwin, interactive art director with Whole Foods. She tweets 
on general food and environmental topics. They’ve also got Winnie Hsia behind the scenes handling 
Twitter inquiries and posting links to the Whole Foods blog. They think that, “Twitter has been a great 
tool for helping answer customers’ questions and also for hearing what people have to say about Whole 
Foods in general.”


Stats: 17,613 following/16,357 followers


On the organization’s awareness around Twitter: “The Integrated Media, Marketing and IT teams have 
quite a few members on Twitter, and the enthusiasm for @wholefoods is high. In the company at large 
we are shifting to a broader awareness of our online presence, including getting more of our local stores 
on Twitter in the near future.”


On the awesome response from followers: “We ran a Tweet of the Day contest for a while to feature 
some of the best comments we received, and it was surprisingly hard to choose just one per day. We 
did get a marriage proposal via Twitter — that was pretty special!” [@flowerdust tweeted, “I heart you 
Whole Foods. Will you marry me?”]


What they’re learning from Twitter: “…A lot about the importance of localized information. Whole 
Foods is a very decentralized…Because of this we will be working to get more local information out to 
people via accounts tailored to individual stores or cities, such as @WholeFoodsLA.”


Zappos.com


Twitter Name: Zappos


Zappos Official Tweeter: CEO Tony Hsieh needs no introductions. His Twitter celebrity has been earned 
through diligently building up a reputation of stellar customer service and innovative web outreach ef-
forts. You’d think that a guy following 36,893 fellow tweeters wouldn’t have time to respond to each 
and every one, but Tony’s famous for his Twitter replies and even took a few minutes while at CES to 
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respond to our questions.


Stats: 36,893 following/32,562 followers


The most challenging thing about Twitter: “Trying to keep track of long conversations over several days. 
I normally ask people to email me instead if there’s a lot of back and forth.”


On whether or not he takes Twitter breaks: “If I’m busy (such as being in back-to-back meetings at Zap-
pos) or in an area with no cell reception, then I take a forced twitter break.”


On the oddest replies he gets: “I have no idea who is behind @meanbot, but I get funny/random mes-
sages from that account every once in awhile – http://bit.ly/zmeanbot”


Food and Beverage


What do you do when you go to Starbucks and the barista is rude, or your experience downright sucked? 
You could fill out a comment card, but if you’re like me you’re more likely to walk away angry, soured 
on the brand behind your daily fix. In today’s world, however, food and beverage brands are starting 
to turn to Twitter for customer insight, and to right their wrongs real-time. The strategy seems to be 
working.


Starbucks


Twitter Name: Starbucks


Starbucks Official Tweeter: Get to know Brad Nelson, a guy that loathes DMs but lives for replies. Just 
take one look at the follower count if you still need proof that brands should be on Twitter. And Star-
bucks isn’t just any brand on Twitter, with Brad at the helm, they’re doing everything right. A former 
barista, Brad is now manning the Twitter ship and he’s responding to DMs, replying to mentions of 
Starbucks, trying to help customers find resolutions to their problems, and putting out fires left and 
right. If you ask me, Howard Schultz should buy this a guy a drink — or better yet — lattes for life.


Stats: 31,616 following/30,270 followers


Feelings on Twitter: “I love the 140 character limit for tweets … DM’s feel so restricting…. Just my own 
neurosis, perhaps.”


How he manages it all: “Tweetdeck. It’s great. Everything you need to see at once: DM’s, Replies, Search-
es, and Trending topics. Also, spending time on it. The more you keep up, the more manageable it is.”



http://twitter.com/starbucks





On the most asked questions: “We get a lot of questions about Starbucks Cards. Some of that might 
come from our Card website that is currently being updated. Also, general questions about needs in our 
stores.”


Burger King


Twitter Name: theBKlounge


Burger King’s Official Tweeter: The King. A sensitive burger aficionado and breaker of whopper virgins 
the world round, had this to say when I dared to question his identity: “You must understand that you 
cannot get intimate immediately. Ask your other questions first and we’ll see if you can have it your 
way.”


Stats: 858 following/780 followers


A more serious explanation of the King tweets: “In all honesty theBKlounge is a branding experiment 
about how this new hot communications tool, Twitter, works with brands.”


On how the King manages the Twitter load: “You at mashable should be aware of Twitter Search and 
Tweetdeck. Just plug in a few search queries “burger king” “thebklounge” and Im set.”


A look into BK’s Twitter crystal ball: “Thought you’d want to know that I am planning to resign from 
theBKlounge soon.”


Editor’s Note (1/28): @theBKlounge has been identified as a hoax and a prime example of brandjack-
ing. More details are available here.


Dunkin’ Donuts


Twitter Name: DunkinDonuts


Dunkin’ Donuts Official Tweeter: Raise your cup o’ Joe to David, a.k.a “Dunkin’ Dave,” the dude who 
works in corporate communications and who “tweets on behalf of the DD mothership.”



http://twitter.com/thebklounge
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Stats: 4,421 following/4,291 followers


What he’s trying to do on Twitter: “Dunkin‘ Donuts is a brand that places a huge premium on listen-
ing to our customers. In addition to engaging directly with our customers through social networks like 
Twitter, it’s also invaluable for us to be able to get their opinions and feedback in real time and in very 
authentic ways.”


On the volume of replies they get: “We have been pleasantly pleased with the response volume we’ve 
received — there’s clearly enthusiasm for the brand on Twitter. It’s been exciting to see the conversation 
with our customers take off.”


Popeyes Chicken


Twitter Name: PopeyesChicken


Popeyes Chicken Official Tweeter: This remains a mystery. I communicated back and forth with Alicia 
Thompson, who is VP of communications and PR, and she said, “the author of the twitter character is 
too chicken to share his real identity.” Poor chicken. The chicken did share, however, that he/she sees 
Twitter, “as a way to stay abreast of what our consumers are up to, and to get a leg up on the competi-
tion.”


Stats: 835 following/876 followers


On plans for 2009: “We want to continue to engage our poultry number of followers while promoting 
the reduction of pork spending.”


The Twitter challenge: “Some days are tough to come up with witty tweets, but we tend to pullet off.”


Questionable taste in chicken: “Came in during one of the presidential debates: “Is Popeyes promoting 
white meat or dark meat this November?” Ouch, couldn’t retweet that one.”


Tasti D-Lite
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Twitter Name: tastidlite


Tasti D-Lite Official Tweeter: Meet the Twittering king of the tasty and low-cal New York treat shop, BJ 
Emerson, who also finds time to moonlight as the director of information technology for the chain. BJ 
is so passionate about the brand using Twitter that he even sent me a follow up email with even more 
goodie-filled details like the fact that they spent a long time observing Twitter before they decided to 
make the leap and participate.


Their customers are even more passionate about the brand, and have been creating product-focused 
fan groups and blogs for years. With the Twitter account, Emerson hopes to “engage customers on their 
terms, be relevant and have fun.”


Stats: 158 following/105 followers


On Twitter promotions: “We started by sending BOGO coupons to twitterers near specific stores. Great 
response.”


Two tasty replies: “@tastidlite You certainly are the yummiest Twitterer,” and, “@tastidlite Your flavor 
alerts just might change my life.”


More Big Brands


We found a smattering of other brands who are getting the twittering for business thing right. Don’t be 
surprised to learn that most of these big-time players have multiple people tweeting on behalf of their 
brand, and even share Twitter observations and lessons in their boardrooms with the big wigs.


Dell


Twitter Name: RichardatDELL


Dell Official Tweeter: Meet Richard Binhammer, a man who truly embraces the succinctness of the 
Twitter format and who tweets on behalf of Dell sans an official title. Richard is quick to respond, 
straight to the point, and a great advocate for Dell and their other twitterers. When asked to describe 
his role with Dell, Richard explained that he has “…no title. for the past two years I have been focused 
on listening, learning and engaging with blogs and others in social media.”


Stats: 3,150 following/3,016 followers


On why Dell tweets: “Which Dell account…there are lots of them   Content subscriptions, deals and of-
fers and then people connecting.  All with one purpose: so people can connect with Dell in ways they 
want/meaningful for them.
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On the best DMs: “Best dms are always the ones looking for help figuring out what’s the best new Dell 
system for someone or people who share links about their Dell pics etc.”


Concerning senior staff’s awareness of Twitter: “Yes the most senior people are well aware of the vari-
ous accounts and our active work on Twitter from all perspectives.”


EMC


Twitter Name: emccorp


Official Tweeter: You might already know Dan Schawbel, who guest writes for Mashable from time to 
time, but what you probably didn’t know is that Dan’s the man running EMC’s Twitter account. We felt 
that Dan’s association with Mashable in no way changes what he’s try to accomplish on behalf of EMC, 
a company he’s been with since July of 2006. Their following may be small, but Dan has a clear purpose 
for EMC’s tweets, which includes, “News distribution, hashtagging events (e.g. #emcworld), promoting 
job openings, and engaging stakeholders (where appropriate).”


Stats: 151 following/460 followers


Why EMC tweets: “As Twitter adoption rose among customers, employees, and partners, we wanted to 
engage them, keep them up to date, and promote our brand.”


On the CEO’s familiarity with Twitter: “EMC has become more familiar with Twitter at all levels of the 
organization.  Joe Tucci (our CEO) presented on it at EMC World 2008.”


Their most unique reply: “cre8tn @EMCWorld converted in house bloggers!! They pulled from re-
sources …ohhh yaaaa…doin the happ-ay dance. thanks again @jowyang.”


Kodak


Twitter Name: kodakCB
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Official Tweeter: Say cheese! Jennifer Cisney is Kodak’s chief blogger and on top of twittering, she also 
manages the corporate blog. From her super smiley headshot on Twitter, to her upbeat responses to my 
questions, everything about Jennifer gives me Kodak-happy gooesebumps, which makes her the perfect 
face for a brand trying to catch up to competitors.


Jennifer’s got the social media socialite thing down, and I actually envy her job which is “much more 
than just blogs. We also have accounts at Facebook, YouTube, Flickr, Delicious and Twitter. I add con-
tent to all of these and I monitor the conversations happening there. You can see all our social media 
activity at http://www.kodak.com/go/followus.”


Stats: 1,582 following/1,613 followers


Why she tweets for Kodak: “I was already tweeting on my personal Twitter account”







Using Twitter for customer service by Ben Parr


Customer service can evoke some serious misgivings or negative emotions. Although customer support 
is designed to help the consumer, the pain of waiting for a phone representative and the impersonal 
emails can cause more damage than good for a brand. People are turned off by the term and companies 
have begun to use different terminology to describe their efforts.


This is not how customer service has to be. With the connectivity made possible by social media, com-
panies have found a new way to engage their customers, solve their problems, and build goodwill for 
their brands: Twitter. Understanding how Twitter can transform customer relations for the better can 
be substantial for reducing costs and improving brand image.


Step 1. Understand why Twitter is an ideal customer service platform


Before calling the company executives into a meeting and telling them we must use Twitter, you need to 
understand just why Twitter and customer service is a match made in heaven. Let’s think about some 
of the major tenants of good customer service and how they relate to Twitter:


Problem resolution: The main goal of customer service is to help someone resolve their issues. While 
phone conversations can help solve problems, wait times do not. Twitter is a lightning-fast platform 
that can help sift through and solve problems quickly. If it’s a small issue, a single tweet may be enough. 
For a more complex problem, the brand can initiate a deeper conversation with the customer.


Positive brand image: Great customer service gets talked about, and this can lead to more sales and 
more attention. Twitter is one of the most viral platforms around, which can make one happy customer 
into an international story.


Staff involvement: If the team does not buy into the notion of helping the customer, they are going to 
provide sub-par assistance. Twitter is not only a more interesting platform than phone or email, but 
gives staff a better picture of their impact on others.


Cost reduction: Customer service via Twitter often takes less time and a lot less money than a dedicated 
call center. With Twitter, it’s necessary to be short and to the point, which reduces the time needed to 
solve each problem.







Step 2. Track the ENTIRE conversation around your brand


Once you understand how Twitter can play a role in customer service, the next step should center 
around conversation tracking. What are people already saying about your brand? Have people misin-
terpreted your message? What about the good things they say about your new feature? Track ALL the 
possible keywords that are related to your brand, like the names of your key features or any nickname 
your company may have. Here are two tools we recommend:


Monitter: Monitter makes it simple to track multiple keywords on one page using columns. Create a 
new column for each new keyword or keyword variation you want to track. Monitter will update in real-
time whenever those words are mentioned on Twitter.


Tweetbeep: If your brand isn’t getting dozens of mentions per hour, or if you want to be sure you’re 
catching everything, Tweetbeep will check Twitter for you and send you emails with all of the mentions 
of your brand, as well as links so you can easily save tweets or write a response.


Step 3. Make customers aware of your presence


Watching a conversation gives you a good idea of your brand’s reputation and standing in social media 
and elsewhere, but it’s a passive approach. Great customer service is active. To get started, make your 
Twitter presence known. Ask users to follow you on Twitter, prominently place a button on your web-
site, and advertise that you’re trying to engage with your customers in problem resolution via social 
media. Customer service on Twitter won’t work if nobody knows where to find you.


Step 4. Respond quickly and transparently



http://monitter.com/

http://tweetbeep.com/





The key to great customer service is the speed and quality of your response. When you find someone 
complaining about an issue, @reply them asking if you can help. Don’t take an arrogant tone and don’t 
tell them they screwed up. Ask them if they’d like you to intervene and provide them the information 
they need.


If a problem is sensitive, the customer is extraordinarily upset, or you want to get in contact with a 
customer fast, either try to direct message them or give them a fast way to contact you, like a special 
email address or even a personal phone number. Let them know you’re there to help and go with them 
step-by-step.


@replies work best because there are no restrictions on who you can reply to and it provides a public 
and transparent face to your customer service. Others can see what you’re doing, which can help reas-
sure customers or even solve problems they were going to ask you about, saving you additional time.


Step 5. Be engaged in the conversations


Twitter is a conversational platform, and people like to talk to people, so take time to chat as well. Twit-
ter is an opportunity to build an image and identity for the brand, so talking with customers about why 
you like the brand so much, what cool things the company has done, or retweeting a success story gives 
people many reasons to follow what you say.


So remember, even if you’re using a software like Salesforce’s Service Cloud to manage Twitter cus-
tomer service, it needs to be supplemented with personal conversations.


Step 6. Be authentic


Most of all, when you’re conducting customer service and customer relationship management, you 
need to be forthcoming. It’s easier than ever for your customers to research whether or not you’re tell-
ing the truth. And if you aren’t, they will punish you by mobilizing and making their anger heard. I can 
give you plenty of examples where this was the case.


Despite this warning, the benefits to your brand and your customers by using Twitter as a customer ser-
vice platform are immense. Comcast, Dell, Southwest Airlines, Ford, Starbucks, and many more have 
been successful in promoting a positive brand image and solving customer problems with less cost than 
phone or email service. Twitter and social media are helping redefine how customer service is done.
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The media maker’s guide to Twitter by Leah Betancourt


Journalists are using Twitter to engage with their audience, connect with sources and continue building 
their personal brands.


The 140-character format forces writers to focus their attention and get to the point quickly. But this 
isn’t just sound-bite style reporting. I talked with some reporters about Twitter and how they use it.


Twitter enhances reporting


Jason DeRusha, who’s @derushaj on Twitter, a reporter at WCCO-TV in Minneapolis, uses Twitter 
daily as part of is his job. He started using it Aug. 2, 2007, the day after the 35W bridge collapse. He said 
in an e-mail interview that it lets him continue building his personal brand as a journalist.


DeRusha uses it specifically to crowdsource stories and promote his work. He does a segment called 
“Good Question” five nights a week in which Twitter plays a role.


He often puts his questions on Twitter at the start of the day, and then his followers (more than 2,200) 
help him come up with angles, or chime in with their opinions. Rather than interviewing random peo-
ple on the street, he’s able to get more targeted feedback from people with relevant life experience.


DeRusha’s first Twitter success story was in late 2007. He was doing a story on December sniffles 
caused by allergies to Christmas trees. He used Twitter to find someone who was allergic to Christmas 
trees, who has to use heavy protective gloves to decorate theirs. He said he would never have found this 
source without Twitter.


John Dickerson (@jdickerson), Slate’s chief political correspondent and author of “On Her Trail,” has 
been using Twitter as part of his job since November 2007. He said in an e-mail interview that as a 
writer, he finds the voice he uses for Twitter is different than his normal voice. He said that he feels 
Twitter helps him think differently about how to communicate or perhaps just come up with a more 
clever line about something.



http://twitter.com/derushaj
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Dickerson learned from Twitter that people regularly confuse a fact that you report with advocacy for 
the fact you’re reporting. “So if you quote the president, they assume you approve of the quote. I know 
people did that, of course, but I’ve been surprised how much they respond that way to items I write on 
Twitter,” he said. “It’s reminded me that this is sentence structure, since a sentence is about all you get 
on Twitter.”


Twitter tools


Muck Rack is a site compiled of real-time Twitter activity by journalists. See what journalists are read-
ing, following and talking about. The site is searchable by news organization, tweets, links, and photos 
submitted by journos. Journalists can be recommended for inclusion on the site. When users submit 
a journalist, they can fill in a news organization that has not yet been added and explain more in the 
comment field.


MediaOnTwitter is a sortable database of journalists that includes the journalists’ names, Twitter user-
names, beats they cover, media outlets they work for and the countries in which they live. Users can 
submit a new contact for consideration by using a web form.


Two wikis by My Creative Team list those who work in the news business and media outlets on Twitter. 
Media People Using Twitter categorizes journos by country and then lists their name, news organiza-
tion and Twitter username. My Creative Team’s site said it can’t accept any more editors, but submis-
sions and updates can be emailed. The Media People on Twitter wiki content can be downloaded into 
Microsoft Word document format. The Media Outlets Using Twitter wiki lists news organizations by 
country, company name and Twitter username or page URL.


Tracking tweets


TweetDeck’s dashboard allows users to follow groups, track topics in real-time by keyword, organize 
tweets, @replies and Direct Messages.



http://muckrack.com/

http://www.mediaontwitter.com/





Patrick Thornton (@jiconoclast), editor and lead writer of BeatBlogging.org, posted a great how-to 
video outlining the tools he uses for Twitter for reporting, finding story ideas, monitoring beat blogging 
and live blogging.


Thornton’s video shows how he follows his friends’ tweets (journalists using social media or people 
talking about social media) on TweetDeck to see what they’re working on and the tools they’ve discov-
ered in social media. He points out that replies are helpful for crowdsourcing.


Thornton also suggests feeding Twitter’s search results (based on your keywords or hashtags) into an 
RSS URL, then using an RSS reader to create a Twitter result to limit your tweets to just what you’re 
watching right now.


A great alternative to TweetDeck is Seesmic Desktop.


Journalism.co.uk reported that The Daily Telegraph was using Twitterfall in its newsroom to monitor 
breaking news events. Twitterfall allows users to track Twitter’s trending topics and hashtags or create 
custom search results, even by geography. The most recent tweets drop down from the top of the page 
into the feed. Users can control the speed, theme and location from where the tweets are coming.


Journalists can get email updates from Twitter to their inbox with TweetBeep. Alerts can be set up 
based on hashtags, Direct Messages, and @replies.


DailyRT, like TweetMeme, lets newsmakers know what the top retweeted items are on Twitter. Another 
tool called BackTweets finds tweets by URL (even if they have been shortened).


Sourcing, networking


Need a source? Then follow Peter Shankman (@skydiver), founder of Help a Reporter Out, on Twitter. 
He’ll typically post tweets prefaced by UrgHARO: with instructions on the topic and how to respond. 
Help a Reporter Out touts more than 100,000 sources. HelpAReporter.com has a sign-up page in which 
sources can get up to three emails daily with 15 to 30 queries per email. Journalists submit their queries 
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using an online form.


Tweet weekly with other journalists, bloggers, public relations or media types with #journchat. It’s 7 to 
10 p.m. central time every Monday, and tweeps join by using the #journchat hashtag.


Chat with others on Twitter by topic with Twibes or create your own. Updates must have the protected 
setting turned off in order to create or join a Twibe, the site says.


To follow real-time conversations with other Twitter users, there are tools such as ThreadedTweets.


Find and follow with directories


An exhaustive Twitter directory created by Digg founder Kevin Rose called WeFollow allows journalists 
to find other news professionals or even experts by hashtag. Tweeps are listed in order of the number of 
followers they have. To get added, users pick the three hashtags under which they want to be listed and 
then tweet the results to submit the listing.



http://www.twibes.com/
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Find Twitter resources by category with the directories Twellow and JustTweetIt. Twellow touts itself 
as the Twitter Yellow pages with more than 3 million profiles. It has a TwellowHood map feature so 
Twitter users can find followers by location. JustTweetIt includes several sections of Twitter tools and 
a Gotta Follow section.


Find others locally and list yourself on the geotargeted Twitter directory Localtweeps. It ranks top 
tweeted cities and states based on the amount of users listed in the directory for that area.


Roll breaking news tweets via email


The Daily Sentinel offers a layman’s step-by-step coding guide for setting up a breaking news Twitter 
stream on a news website. Journalists then send tweets using the Twittermail e-mail interface. This is 
particularly useful if several reporters out in the field want to cover a single spot news event without 
having several Twitter accounts and have it flow into a single Twitter stream.


Back to basics


While there are lots of tools for doing stuff with Twitter, remember to keep perspective in the Twitter-
verse. Just because a news story is big on the microblogging site, doesn’t always necessarily mean it is 
offline. DeRusha reminded journalists that it’s important to still get out and talk to people in the flesh 
and that they cannot stop reporting because they are using Twitter.


DeRusha offered tips for journalists using Twitter:


• Do: Get engaged.


• Do: Read replies.


• Do: Respond.


• Don’t: Turn Twitter into a non-stop back-and-forth exchange. Take bigger discussions to e-mail or 
Direct Messages.


• Do: Start as a listener. It’s OK to start following people and just treat Twitter as something like the AP 
Wires. Don’t be discouraged because you only care about 1% of people’s tweets. You don’t cancel the AP 
Wires because you don’t care about the Lottery numbers from Kentucky.


• Do: Post a profile picture.


• Do: Talk to your boss about his/her philosophy about Twitter.


• Do: Ask permission before tweeting anything about internal information (new hires, fires, layoffs, etc.)


• Do: Treat your Tweets like a microblog. Consider whether your readers would care about something 
before you belch it out to the wider world.



http://www.dailysentinel.com/hp/content/services/Special_Sections/twitter
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Building Your Twitter 
Community


Twitter is all about facilitating conversations, so learning 
how to build your community is vital to getting the most 
from your experience.


Tips for building your Twitter Community


What is #followfriday?


How to find people on Twitter


How do I find Twitter users in my town?


Why aren’t people following me?


What to do when you’ve followed too many people


What’s a tweetup?







Tips for building your Twitter Community by Sarah Evans


Your Twitter community is your life line. The strength of your community determines overall what you 
will (or won’t) get out of the microblogging platform. What do you want to use Twitter for? I wanted to 
build a community where I could engage in dialogue, stay ahead of the social media curve, and share 
some laughs.


I just shared my objective with you. What’s yours? Start with your community objective and then go for 
it. Use the 10 tips below as your guide to grow the community which benefits you (and your audience).


1. Do… Create a user-friendly Twitter ID (@yourname)


Your Twitter ID is part of your personal brand. Plain and simple. Your first choice for a Twitter ID 
should be your name. There is nothing stronger for creating your personal brand. If your name is taken 
(as mine was) find a way to keep it as close as possible. (I added “PR” in front of my name, which worked 
for me as it reinforced my name and my expertise.)


There are only 140 precious characters available in each Twitter post. The longer your Twitter ID, the 
more space it takes up, thus limiting your interactions. If at all possible, stay away from numbers or 
an underscore. As your community grows, you’ll have many names and IDs to remember. Throwing in 
numbers and underscores makes it more difficult. This could ultimately minimize your interactions.


Are you reading this and thinking you should get a new username or a stronger personal brand? It’s 
actually pretty easy .


2. Do… Search for people to follow


It’s completely normal in Twitter culture to “follow” people you’ve never met. In fact, it’s encouraged. 
Begin by looking for people with common interests, hobbies or professions. I also like to follow people 
who are experts in areas I know nothing about.


A few tools to get you started:


• Twitter search – This is the only search function actually hosted by Twitter. It’s extremely easy to use 
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and offers comprehensive results.
• Twellow – An application similar to Twitter search except that you can search by categories (which 
makes results more targeted).
• TwitDir – I like TwitDir because it offers a search function and breaks Twitter users into categories 
like the top 100 people followed and top 100 updaters.
•A more recent addition worth checking out is the Twitter people directory, WeFollow


3. Do… Learn the lingo. You’ll want to join the crowd. Trust me.


As with any new network there is a learning curve. Twitter has a quirky lingo all its own. But don’t let 
that hold you back from interacting. If you don’t understand something, ask someone. That’s how I 
learned!


A few of the essentials:


• DM = Direct Message
• @ = Use to reply and always include proceeding a Twitter ID in a reply
• RT = Retweet
• Tweet = Sending a message on Twitter
• Tw + any other word. A fun practice on Twitter is to develop a new twist on old words. For example, 
Tworld = Twitter world, and Tweeples = Those who use Twitter. You get the picture.


It’s an evolving list. Who knows, you might even invent the next “tword.” You can also check out basic 
Twitter commands.


4. Do… Know who “@” replies to you


It may not seem overwhelming at first, but soon after you gain friends on Twitter, conversations tend 
to move quickly. How will you keep up with it? My personal favorite is TweetDeck (however it can slow 
down the functionality of your PC). A great alternative to TweetDeck is Seesmic Desktop. I recommend 
a combination of the following:


• Twitter search – If you use Twitter search, also subscribe to the RSS feed. I set up two searches, one 
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with the “@” in front of my Twitter ID and one without. You will get different results for each query.
• Tweetscan – I use Tweetscan as my quality check to see if I’ve missed any replies. You can also see a 
trends search cloud before you type in your search query.
• Google Alerts – Google Alerts are email updates of the latest relevant Googleresults (Web, news, blogs, 
etc.) based on your choice of query or topic.


5. Do… Add your Twitter ID to all of your signatures
Pimp out your Twitter name (and not just on Twitter). As social networks like Twitter continue to go 
mainstream, you’ll want to be able to connect with new users.


A few opportunities to pimp out your Twitter ID:


• Add under your name when you comment on a blog
• If you friend someone on another social network, add a personal message which includes your ID
• Include a “follow me on Twitter” signature on all of your email accounts or for your social media email 
signature


6. Do… Reach out and say something


No one likes what I call a “virtual voyeur” (i.e. someone who watches social media interactions with-
out responding). Everyone is putting him or herself out there and as far as my experience has shown, 
people are pretty darn accepting and helpful. Something as simple as a “good morning” often leads to a 
response. If that doesn’t work, try something a little more aggressive like, “someone say hello!”


7. Do… Read the bio of those who follow you


Know something about those who follow you. The information you get from a bio makes it easy to 
engage in dialogue. If someone lists knitting as a hobby, send them a link to a knitting blog you came 
across. It opens the door for dialogue and that is what your community is all about.


8. Do… Promote others and share your best information


Twitter is all about karma. The more good you put out there, the more you receive. When you find oth-
ers with great information, don’t be shy in sharing with your community. It’s a great feeling when you 
promote one of your followers (instead of yourself) and it results in dialogue among your community. 
It ultimately reflects support for you and credibility for your follower. Win-win!


9. Do… Learn the etiquette.


Most important is to learn about when you should “@” versus DM (i.e. Direct Message):


• Sending personal information like a phone number or email address. (It may seem like common 
sense, but I encourage you to NEVER post personal information like your social security number over 
ANY public forum.)


• A conversation which will consist of multiple “tweets” or a lengthy discussion with more than three 
posts. (Many people on Twitter will “unfollow” someone who sends multiple “tweets” in a row. Trust 
me.)
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• Asking multiple questions to the same person or the same question asked to multiple people. (Your 
content becomes less valuable when people see the same thing repeated too many times…especially 
right in a row.)


• Correcting a mistake you’ve identified in someone’s blog post or “tweet.” (This isn’t required, but it is 
considered a common courtesy. The person who made the mistake will thank you.)


• Thanking each of your new followers. (It’s a nice concept to thank each of your new social media con-
nections, but keep in mind how many responses you’re sending out each day or within a 10 minute 
period.)


• Making a request to someone. (Want to ask someone to write a guest blog post or partner on a project? 
Don’t put them on the spot in a public forum. Once you agree on a partnership, then by all means, tweet 
away!)


• Constructive criticism…this is your call. (If you have some pretty serious feedback to give someone, 
consider the most appropriate venue.)


• Getting someone’s attention! (Want to make a connection with someone, send them a direct message 
to get things started. A lot of people on Twitter get direct messages sent to their email or mobile phone.)


10. Do… Find out who some of the big players are


Twitter is not a popularity contest and it’s your choice on whether or not to follow these “top tweeps,” 
but they do tend to share a lot of great information. Did you know Pete Cashmore and other Mashable 
“tweeps” are on Twitter?
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What is #followfriday?


What is #followfriday? Every Friday, you’ll see thousands of people on Twitter using this phrase, so we 
thought we’d take a moment to explain what Follow Friday is, and how you can join in with this Twitter 
game.


Here is a quick guide to the FollowFriday phenomenon:


1. #followfriday is a game in which people suggest who to follow on Twitter. It helps everyone find in-
teresting Twitter users. You list the users you recommend following and add “#followfriday” anywhere 
in the Tweet so others can find it. The “#” is very important – don’t forget it!


Example Tweet (feel free to copy this and replace the Twitter names with your friends’ Twitter names 
and reasons to follow):


#followfriday Team Mash: @mashable @adamostrow @sharonfeder @jbruin @adamhirsch @benparr 
@brett @tamar


2. You can find everyone’s #followfriday suggestions on Twitter search.
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How to find people on Twitter by Josh Catone


Twitter is all about facilitating conversations, but until you’re following some people, it’s just a blank 
page. Once you find people to follow and talk to, however, Twitter becomes exceptionally useful. You 
can share thoughts, ask questions, get updates about news, music, brands, and businesses, and discover 
helpful links and information. Finding good people to follow, especially for new users staring at a blank 
page the first time they log in, can be a bit daunting, though.


Thankfully, there are a number of ways you can find people on Twitter. Here are ten sites you can use 
to locate “tweeps” to follow. Let us know in the comments if you know of any others.


People Search


1. Twitter People Search – Twitter’s built in people search isn’t the greatest way to find people on Twit-
ter, but it’s probably where you should start. Twitter searches the “real names” people enter in their bio 
fields, but because there isn’t much accompanying bio information and because Twitter doesn’t have 
any sort of requirement to use your actual name, that can make it a bit difficult to find people, especially 
those with common names. It also makes it hard to verify that the people you find are actually who 
you’re looking for. Still, it’s a good place to begin your search.


2. Tweepz – Because the biographical information Twitter collects is minimal, no Twitter people search 
engine can improve on Twitter’s that much. Third-party site Tweepz does an admirable job, though. 
Tweepz lets you limit searches to specific parts of Twitter’s user information (like name, bio, and lo-
cation), filter results by follower/following numbers, location, and other extracted terms, and greatly 
improves on the layout of the search results.


3. TweepSearch – TweepSearch lets you search by Twitter name or location, or search a specific user-
name to get a list of all friends and followers. However, if the “indexing” number listed on their main 
page is accurate, they’re crawling about 600,000 less Twitter user profiles than Tweepz.


4. TwitDir – TwitDir is another search engine, but if the crawling stats are accurate, it’s well behind the 
curve, searching about 3 million fewer users than Tweepz. Still, it’s not a bad people search engine, and 
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has some helpful “top” lists if you’re concerned with who the most popular or prolific people on Twitter 
are (then again, they’re also not that up-to-date — the site doesn’t seem to know who @aplusk is, for 
example).


Directories


5. Twellow – Your best bet for finding like-minded Twitter users might be to use a directory, and Twellow 
is certainly one of the most complete. Nearly 6 million Twitter user profiles are indexed in Twellow and 
placed into a huge number of categories. You can search the entire lot of profiles, or confine searches to 
a single category. Twellow also operates a local directory called the “Twellowhood.”


6. WeFollow – Created by Digg founder Kevin Rose, WeFollow is a Twitter user directory that organizes 
people by hashtags. WeFollow is user-generated and anyone can add themselves by tweeting @wefol-
low with three #hashtags that describe them.


7. Just Tweet It – Just Tweet It is another user created Twitter directory. It’s not quite as well organized 
or easy-to-use as Twellow or WeFollow, but it is certainly large enough that you should give it a browse 
when trying to locate people in your interest areas to follow.


Recommendations


8. Twubble – Twubble recommends people to follow by spidering the people you’re already following 
and recommending users that they’re following. The idea is that the people you’re following are inter-
esting to you, so if more than one of them are also following another person, that person might also be 
interesting. Of course, that means that Twubble can’t be your first stop when finding people to follow 
— you already need to be following some people for the service to work.


9. Twitterel – Twitterel attempts to find people you might be interested in following by doing keyword 
searches of tweets. The service can update you by email, direct message, or @reply when it finds new 
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people it thinks you might be interested in following. It’s kind of like Google Alerts for Twitter follow 
recommendations.


10. Who Should i Follow? – Enter you Twitter username into Who Should i Follow? and the service 
finds users who are similar to those you’re already following. The site doesn’t disclose information 
about how it works, but in my experience it is pretty accurate at finding users whose tweets are similar 
in content to your followers. The results can be filtered by how popular the people are, and how close 
they are to a specific location.


BONUS: Mr. Tweet – Mr. Tweet is a very popular Twitter app that lets you give and receive recommen-
dations about Twitter users. The app also provides more helpful statistics about users, such as tweets 
per day or the percentage of tweets containing links. To get the most out of Mr. Tweet, consider install-
ing the Firefox plugin, which gives you access to statistics and user recommendations while you’re 
browsing Twitter.
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How do I find Twitter users in my town? by Josh Catone


The number of people visiting and using Twitter has nearly quadrupled over the past few months, and 
as more people sign up for the hot social networking service, it becomes more useful. Twitter is enabling 
everything from better customer service to easier job searches, and is being employed for some extraor-
dinary home uses. Twitter can become infinitely more beneficial, though, if you use it to connect with 
people in your town.


Finding local Twitter users to connect with is great for networking, but also for getting relevant, real-
time, local information about things like jobs, news, politics, weather, food, and more. Someone tweet-
ing from London can’t help you find a good place to eat in New York City, and if you live in Chicago, 
tweets about the weather in Los Angeles won’t be very enlightening. Here are nine ways to locate Twit-
ter users in your town to help you get the most out of Twitter.


1. Twitter Search


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


One of the best ways to find local Twitter users is simply to search for them on Twitter Search. The ad-
vanced page of Twitter’s search engine has an option to search “Near this place.” You can simply enter 
your town and get a real-time stream of all the people tweeting from your location or near it. The results 
are based on the location field of people’s Twitter bios, which due to geo-location for people tweeting 
from their phones can be very accurate.


This search, for example, reveals all the tweets coming from anyone within 25 miles of Boston.


2. Twellowhood
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The TwellowHood is a local directory of Twitter users from the site Twellow. Twellow is a sort of yellow 
pages directory for Twitter, allowing you to search for Twitter users by topic or name. The Twellow-
Hood is a reverse location look up for the greater Twellow directory that lets you drill down into your 
town or city and find local Twitter users.


The site is very simple to use, just click on the map to zoom into your area and browse the list of local 
tweeters. The site even lets you view recent tweets and follow new users directly from their Twellow 
listing page.


3. Attend a Tweetup


A tweetup is an offline meeting of people who have met and organized on Twitter, and they’re a great 
way to both find local Twitter users and also take Twitter-based networking to the next level. Here are 
three good ways to find tweetups in your area:


Twtvite – Twtvite is an invitation service built for Twitter. They have a large number of tweetups listed 
and make it easy to start organizing your own.


Twitter Search – By searching for the word “tweetup” and restricting the results to a specific geographic 
area, you can easily locate news about tweetups happening in your neck of the woods. This search, for 
example, is helpful in locating tweetups going on in San Francisco.


Tweetups on Meetup – Pioneering event site Meetup maintains a special page for listing and tracking 
tweetups. Not many are off the ground yet, but a number of cities have Twitter users who have ex-
pressed interest in forming a regular tweetup.


4. iPhone Apps


There are a ton of Twitter applications on the iPhone, and some of them have built in features for locat-
ing nearby Twitter users. Each of them basically functions the same, allowing you to search for Twit-
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terers nearby to your exact location, as determined by the geo-location feature of your iPhone. Four 
iPhone Twitter apps that include location-based search are Twinkle (free), TwitterFon(free), Tweetie 
($2.99), and Twittelator Pro ($4.99). If you know of any others, please add them in the comments.


5. Localtweeps


Localtweeps is attempting to organize the local Twitterverse using a hashtag. The idea is that users 
add themselves on the Localtweeps site by registering their zip code, then any time they tweet about 
something relevant to their local audience, they append the #lt hashtag. Localtweeps them parses those 
tweets on their web site and publishes them in a city-restricted stream.


For now, most cities I looked at tend to have an overwhelming number of “Just listed myself” tweets 
that the site asks you to send out when you join, but the idea of organizing local content by hashtag has 
merit. However, if the idea catches on, the Localtweeps site itself might not be necessary. If people take 
to the idea of using a specific hashtag to designate tweets of local interest, then regular Twitter search 
for that tag restricted to your location will reveal a real-time stream of those tweets.


6. TwitterLocal


TwitterLocal is a dead-simple Adobe AIR application (meaning it will run on Windows, Mac, and 
Linux) with one purpose: finding and tracking tweets emanating from specific locations. Essentially, 
TwitterLocal creates an automatically updated real-time stream of the location searches possible with 
Twitter Search. The AIR app, which will run in the background and notify you of new tweets from your 
area, makes it very easy to keep a constant eye on your local Twitterverse and find interesting or like-
minded local Twitter users to follow.


7. Nearby Tweets
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Nearby Tweets is essentially a fresh coat of paint on the local aspect of Twitter’s own search engine. 
The site automatically determines where you are, and loads up a list of recent tweets and Twitter users 
within a specific radius. You can change location, radius, and add keywords, and the results are a lot 
more visually appealing and easier to navigate than Twitter’s search engine.


8. Happn.in


Happn.in is a new local Twitter utility that tracks trends in specific metro areas. While it’s not specifi-
cally designed for finding local users, if yours is one of the 52 cities covered by the site, you can use it to 
locate users talking about what’s hot in your area. For example, a recent trending topic in my city has 
been the band “Pearl Jam,” due to their performance on “The Tonight Show with Conan O’Brien.” I’m 
a huge Pearl Jam fan, so in this instance, Happn.in has helped me find some fellow 90s grunge rock 
aficionados to follow in my area.


9. Twitterholic


Twitterholic is the web’s definitive list of the top Twitter users, but it can also show you the top users in 
your local metro area. Simply navigate to your own Twitterholic page (here’s Mashable’s, for example), 
then find the line about how you rank in your location and click on the link to your metro area. Twit-
terholic will then load up a list of the most popular Twitter users in your town or city.


This list won’t be all inclusive, because Twitter users with a small number of followers will only be on 
the list if they have previously crawled their stats on Twitterholic. Still, it is a good way to find some of 
the more influential (or at least popular) Twitter users in your area, and those are people you may want 
to follow.
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Why aren’t people following me? by by Atherton Bartelby


We’ve all been there: You’re at a party hosted by that one fabulous friend, and populated with the best 
of your mutual circle of friends. The atmosphere is almost carbonated with excitement; the guests’ per-
sonalities flawlessly compliment each other; and the conversations that abound are infused with intel-
ligence, caustic wit, and a wide variety of knowledge that ensures the complete absence of any pregnant, 
awkward pauses. Then, it happens: someone appears who just doesn’t…fit.


A similar phenom happens on Twitter. You’re having conversations with your established Twitter 
friends, you’re broadcasting useful information, news, or links to your followers, and you’re “engaging 
your Tribe,” etc., when suddenly, someone begins following you who, much like that previously refer-
enced party guest, just doesn’t fit. This is the person whose follow on Twitter you simply cannot bring 
yourself to return. This is the follow fail.


Run any number of searches on Google or Alexa and you will arrive at a veritable host of articles offer-
ing endless lists of tips on “how to get more followers on Twitter.” What you will not find are lists com-
piled by Twitter “power users” regarding the major reasons why they will or will not return a Twitter 
follower’s follow when it happens, and this is my gift to you: “The Top Ten Reasons Why *I* Will Not 
Follow You In Return On Twitter.”


1. You have no user avatar
…or your user avatar is neither a personalized photograph nor reflective of a brand.


More important than whether or not your Twitter profile background is “designed” is how you choose to 
present yourself in that seemingly insignificant 48×48 pixel square. If that square is empty, impersonal, 
or otherwise lacking any qualities that will immediately allow me to visually associate it with you, that 
is an immediate Follow Fail. If I am going to build a Twitter relationship with you, I want to see you, or 
your brand, and not, however humorous I may find it, a screen capture of a magical leoplurodon.


2. You list no location, no website, or no bio
Clearly, Twitter is all about brevity. So how difficult is it to provide a few additional characters of infor-
mation that may offer potential followers more impetus to follow you in return? I’ve returned countless 
follows from users whose Twitter streams I’ve found “meh,” but whose listed blogs, sites, or portfolios 
were too amazing to not follow, or whose 160-character bios were too humorous/intriguing to pass up, 
or who were in the same city as me and therefore potential project collaborators.
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These fields take two seconds to populate; it would behoove you to take those two seconds to populate 
them.


3. Your “website” listed is a MySpace profile
…or, far worse, an AngelFire “page.”


I’ll admit it: I had a MySpace profile…until I deleted it a year ago when it became obvious that only 
teenagers and musicians were still using it. I also had a GeoCities/AngelFire “page”…for my very first 
website when I first got on the Internet in 1994. If the Twitter user in question happens to be an actual 
teenager, or musician whose MySpace presence truly works for them, then fine. But I tend to pass over 
those users whose proffered web presence is, well, clearly doing it wrong.


It doesn’t take much these days to establish a web presence that seems genuine and thoughtful, and 
appears to intend to attract and build an online community based on the content it provides. AngelFire 
pages simply don’t communicate that.


4. You’re following over 1,000 users, have 20 followers, 
and no updates
…or, worse, one update that includes a shamefully ill-constructed mention of Jason Calacanis.


Who, aside from those running Twitter apps that automatically follow and unfollow followers, would 
add these Twitter users? While I may every so often and uncharacteristically give these users a chance, 
simply to see what sort of content, if any, they may eventually provide, the gratuitous mention of any 
higher-profile Twitterer or web-famous personality means little more to me than that you were prop-
erly able to spell “Calacanis” or “Kawasaki.”


5. Your profile features any variation of “Internet expert”
…or “social media expert” and you have very few and/or insubstantial updates.


While I generally loathe any mention of the word “expert” in a Twitter bio, it is particularly egregious 
when paired with a Twitter stream of only five updates, or one with a plethora of updates that make 
me question your “expert” status. You’re an “expert” who is only now tweeting about a Twitter app that 
everyone else was tweeting about two months ago? How awesome for you! #instantfollowfail


6. Your updates clearly indicate that your Twitter activity is always, 
only, about pushing your own service/product


So, you have decided to use Twitter as an online marketing tool in order to sell your amazing service 
and/or product, and you make this glaringly obvious. I find this fabulous, because not only must this 
tactic be working for you, but it also allows me to immediately decide whether or not I want to follow 
you in return.







Since I do not use Twitter in this manner, I rarely follow any of these users in return, unless said prod-
uct or service genuinely piques my interest/desire to support it.


7. Your following and my return follow result in a poorly-constructed 
auto-DM reading, “Thx for the follow! How can I help you get to a 
4-Hour Work Week?”


I’ve several Twitter friends who employ the automatic direct message tool upon any new follows, but 
their messages are carefully crafted and, well, thoughtful, and go far beyond the garden variety “click 
my junk” automatic direct message. As I am an intelligent, savvy, thinking Twitter user, I am more than 
capable of reading all about how you can help me get to a 4-hour work week by consulting your Twitter 
stream, Twitter background, or website. An impersonal automatic direct message from you along these 
lines does not impress me, it insults my intelligence.


8. Your most recent updates make references to any need to achieve 
“more Twitter followers”
…or “enough new followers to reach 10,000 followers by midnight!”


For me, Twitter is not a shallow popularity contest, it is about forging interesting connections and con-
versations with other people. My Twitter followers are far more to me than a simple follower count: 
they are friends, they are colleagues, they are collaborators, they are peers, and they are sources. To 
follow someone in return whose only intent is clearly to acquire more followers would be to devalue the 
esteem with which I hold my other followers.


9. Your Twitter stream indicates a propensity for consistent arguing
…with your followers/random Twitter users/really anyone.


I am all for intelligent debate on any topic, and I’ve been lucky so far in meeting Twitter followers who 
are still able to politely debate about a variety of passionate topics without constant and vitriolic argu-
mentation. If your Twitter stream is filled with nothing but mean-spirited opinions and argumentation 
that only advance your own beliefs and allow no consideration of others’ views, then my Twitter stream 
is definitely not for you.


10. You do not engage your Twitter followers


Probably the most important reason why I will not return your follow, though, is if it is glaringly obvi-
ous that you do not engage your Twitter followers. Here I suppose I need to make a distinction between 
those Twitter users who use Twitter to broadcast their content, as opposed to everyone else; these 
broadcasters, in my experience, are generally the ones who are followed, not those who are following.


Obviously, engaging their followers is not a priority. Twitter is a major platform in social networking 
and social media, and they aren’t called “social” networking and “social” media for nothing. There are 







other people out there, and if you are not engaging or interacting with those users who take the time to 
follow you for whatever reason, that is a huge follow fail in my book.


The three tenets


My list isn’t perfect, and it is definitely personal and therefore biased, but it is a start toward exploring 
the differences between a successful Twitter follow attempt and an outright follow fail. In the end, and 
to return to those previously referenced lists of “how to get more followers on Twitter,” I think there 
are really only three tenets that should be followed should you desire to build a successful and quality 
Twitter network:


1. Present a cohesive personal brand, or, if presenting a brand is too much for you, simply present a 
cohesive sense of yourself


2. Always be consistent in your use of Twitter, i.e., become known for the unique ways in which you use 
Twitter, and stick with what works for you


3. Engage with your network. Genuine engagement with your network of followers will ultimately en-
sure that your mobile number is retained, and not “lost,” at the end of that fabulous party, and it will 


ensure that you don’t (too often) commit any serious follow fails.







What to do when you’ve followed too many people by Elliott Kosmicki


It’s an illness. It’s a disease that attacks the brain, affecting the response of your fingers on the key-
board and mouse. “Stop clicking,” you say to yourself as another follow button has turned into a green-
checked following icon.


The first step to recovery is admitting you have a problem: you’re a followholic and you can’t stay away 
from a Twitter user’s follow button. (Say it out loud: My name is ______, and I’m a followholic.)


You each have your reasons for becoming a followholic. Maybe your parents didn’t pay enough atten-
tion to you, so you’re reaching out to strange Tweeple on the Internet. Perhaps it’s genetic… If your 
father was a followholic, your twice as likely to become one as an adult. The facts* are cruel, but true.


*The facts I speak of are not actual facts, but made up for this article.


I would venture to say that most followholics started with the feeling of need. The need to get more fol-
lowers, then turn to a reliance on the reciprocal-follow… However, this causes the people on each end 
of the follow to become followholics for separate reasons: Need and sympathy.


Following because of need


Like MySpace a few years ago, people have become attached to the number of followers they have. They 
see someone with 12,000 followers and all of a sudden their 150 followers seems worthless. Their focus 
changes from networking and learning about their audience to a raw desire to gain as many followers 
as humanly possible.


In reality, the number of followers you have should simply reflect the quality of what you give. If you’re 
following 1,000 people, and have somehow got 800 of those people to follow you back, it doesn’t really 
mean that much. But if 800 people have come across you on their own and started following you, while 
you’re only following the 80 people you care about – that says something about your value. It says that 
people follow you because you’re valuable, not because you’ve started following them first.


You don’t NEED to follow every profile you come across – you only need to follow the people who you 
find interesting and valuable to your everyday life. Follow them if you would talk to them in real life.


Following because of sympathy







“Aw, that’s so sweet… this guy I never heard of who has no description filled out, no website, and only 
4 tweets started following me… I’ll follow him back, poor guy!”


Reciprocal-following is, in my opinion, one of the most dangerous time wasters. Whether you follow 
back manually or through auto-following – if you spend a lot of time with a Twitter app open during the 
day, you’re clogging your screen and brain with information from people you really don’t care to see. 
Not only that, but you’re preventing yourself from building a relationship with your followers. How are 
you supposed to engage 12,000 people adequately? There’s no room for you in conversation if you’ve 
diluted yourself like that.


There is no need to feel sympathetic to people on Twitter. Follow them back if you find them interesting 
and valuable to your everyday life. Follow them back if you would talk to them in real life.


There seems to be a pattern emerging…


Have guidelines about who you will follow


I follow people based on the idea that if I had to slide a quarter into their Twitter page in order to acti-
vate the Follow button – would I still follow them? If I’m following you, it’s because I would pay for your 
updates. Either you do something interesting, you seem helpful to others, I know you in some way – or 
would like to know you.


If you’re following 10,000 people, would you have paid $2,500 for the privilege of having to sort through 
that many Tweets every day? Somehow I doubt it. I mostly doubt it because it’s impossible to do. There 
is no way you’re paying attention to the people you care about if you’ve clicked “Follow” on every profile 
you’ve ever seen on Twitter.


Do you have guidelines for yourself about who you’ll follow? If not, feel free to take mine: You’ll only 
follow people you’d be willing to pay to follow.


Recovering from followholism:


Admit you have a problem: If you can’t pay attention to the amount of people you’re following in a 
manner you would want someone to pay attention to you, you’re a followholic. Admit it, realize that it’s 
killing your productivity and value, then take steps to overcome it.


Clean your contacts: If you’re following only people you’re interested in – you’ll never have to do this 
step. But if you’re like most people on Twitter – you’ve fallen down a slippery slope and need to recover. 
Start by getting rid of the riff-raff.


Use Twitter Karma to clean your contact list once. This is a simple tool that shows people you follow, 
and who follows you back. This is your chance to stop following the people you simply clicked “Follow” 
to try and get them to follow you back, but they never did.


Manage incoming followers: First, turn off auto-follow in whatever program you’re using to do it. There 
is no possible way that anyone legitimately wants to follow back everyone who follows them. This isn’t 
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up for discussion.


Once that’s complete, try a tool like Tweepler. Tweepler allows you to see all the people you haven’t 
sorted through yet. You’ll see their bio, website, and more – all from a single screen. I’d be totally lost 
without this. The first time you load it up, it may take you a while to sort everyone out, but once you’ve 
done it – you can probably come back once per week and it’ll be a more manageable list.


Run Twitoria every so often. This site allows you to instantly see anyone you are following who is “inac-
tive.” I run this every month or so – because it’s natural to come upon someone you find interesting, but 
then that person just never uses Twitter again. Since that’s the case, I choose to unfollow them (and get 
my money back) – thus keeping my list more manageable.


Remember – you’re only going to follow people who you find interesting and valuable to your everyday 
life! Follow them if you would talk to them in real life.


Finding people to follow: One of the biggest problems people have at first is finding quality people to 
follow on Twitter. This leads to following everyone, and eventually to becoming a followholic. This not 
only makes your time on Twitter less worthwhile, but it can become a productivity nightmare to try and 
pay attention to all the people you’re following.


My first suggestion is to start with Twitter Search. This allows you to search everything everyone has 
ever tweeted. By searching for topics you’re interested in, you’re very likely to come across people who 
have similar interests as you.


Next, try a service like Mr. Tweet. Simply visit Mr. Tweet’s Twitter page, follow him, and he’ll collect 
information about you in order to suggest people you might like to follow. Who knows, he might even 
suggest me!
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The last tool I love to use to find people is Grader. Grader is meant to “score” Twitter users based on 
followers, Tweet rate, etc. But I love using it to find popular Tweeple in my area. First, look yourself up 
on Grader. Then, find the area where it says your city/state. Click on those to see the top Twitter users 
in your area.


Finally, followhol free!


Once you’re free of the follow epidemic, you can use Twitter to network, respond to people in a timely 
manner, become more engaged in conversation, and better learn about the people you’ve chosen to fol-
low. This, after all, is what social media is all about!


I understand that some people who read this will take it personally – it’ll feel like I’m speaking to them, 
and that I’m saying what they’re doing is wrong. I’m fine if you’re using Twitter to run up a follower 
number, blast your marketing message to people, or announce 5 times in one day that your followers 
shouldn’t miss your upcoming conference call. I don’t take that personally. However, when I try to help 
people on a daily basis figure out the best way to use Twitter in their business, how to find and produce 
quality and personality on Twitter, don’t take it personally that I won’t be referring them to you.
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What’s a tweetup? by Stuart Foster


Twitter meetups, or Tweetups as they’re commonly called, are pretty much ubiquitous these days. You 
can’t escape them. The @ nametags. The random awkward conversations that result when you have 
more than 140 characters to express yourself. Tweetups take an otherwise great service like Twitter and 
turn it into something much bigger.


Why? Because you are able to gather with online friends, meet new contacts to enhance your career, 
and have a few drinks. So here are a few quick tips for both the organization and managing of the actual 
event.


Have your own Tweetup planning dos and don’ts? Tell us about them in the comments.


Organizing the Tweetup: DO


1. Utilize your Twitter network as a way to drum up support, help and ideas. The number of PR and 
marketing people on Twitter now is astounding. Use their collective wisdom and networks to create 
buzz and support for your event.


2. Actually visit the venue. Seems incredibly simple right? But not everyone takes the time and effort 
to actually visit the bar, conference room, or park where the Tweetup will happen. I’ve never heard of 
anyone making a great business connection at a dark dive bar.


3. Plan for more people to show up than you think. It’s Twitter. These people do know how to spread the 
word better than anyone. According to Sonny Gill: “Tweetups don’t necessarily have to consist of avid 
Twitterers. However active, they are still a part of the community.” Everyone should be welcome and 
thus you should plan to accommodate them.


4. Ensure a few core people/speakers are at the event. Trust me if @ChrisBrogan or @GregVerdino are 
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at an event…it will draw a lot more buzz than @stuartcfoster.


5. Use Email. Even though it supposedly has fallen out of favor, having the contact information for a 
variety of individuals is beneficial for all involved. You can keep this core group informed of develop-
ments.


6. Use a service like Eventbrite, Amiando or meetup.com to organize your guests, collect donations and 
otherwise provide shareable content. It takes all the legwork out of the administrative work that a large 
Tweetup entails. If you are planning on a smaller gathering…this may not be necessary and you can use 
Facebook or your blog to organize.


Organizing the Tweetup: DON’T


7. Secure a venue with limited or no WiFi. At a minimum the CrackBerry/iPhone users should have 
good service. People like technology. But they won’t like YOU if they can’t use their tech at your event. 
(This is of course size/type of Tweetup dependent, if in a large conference room/venue: WiFi and cell 
phone reception should be working. However, if you are in smaller venue or bar Jeff Cutler of jeffcutler.
com reports: “I have an iPhone, but anyone with mobile Web knows that when 200 people in one spot 
are on 3G/Edge it disintegrates.” This negates the need for an elaborate setup in smaller venues.


8. Have an event in an inappropriate place. If you are having 200 people and you decide to squeeze 
them into a 20×20 room…it may not be a good idea. If you have a DJ at a networking event…it may not 
be a good idea. If you have an event where it is difficult to communicate in any way…it might be a bad 
idea. You get the idea?


9. Have a vague premise for the Tweetup. Most people want to know what they are here for so they can 
dress or plan accordingly. No one wants to be the guy that shows up in jeans to the black tie event. So 
ensure that this does not happen, have a clearly defined cause or purpose for the Tweetup.


10. Half ass it. If you spend the time, money and energy into putting together a Tweetup don’t pull it 
together at the last minute. So plan accordingly and do your homework.


At the Tweetup: DO
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11. Get to the event early. Simple manners. You want to make sure people come to the right place and 
will be able to enjoy themselves. “As the organizer, it’s essential you come early especially if you are 
bringing/receiving food or materials. In the case of the SXSW Chicago Tweetup, I want to make sure to 
have all the schedule sheets at the event so when people arrive they have a topic to discuss,” said Len 
Kendall from Critical Mass.


12. Collect business cards. Event dependent; most folks will be card carrying members of the business/
technology world and will be at the Tweetup to network. If you have an electronic scanner this is even 
better. You can send a list of attendees to your email list, providing additional value.


13. Provide food. If you schedule a Tweetup around a meal…provide food. If you DON’T plan on provid-
ing food, definitely inform your attendees. Sometimes at these events I think my stomach does more 
networking than my mouth.


At the Tweetup: DON’T


14. Fade into the background. If it’s your event…you’d better damn well be front and center to handle 
and address any concerns/problems that may arise. Daniel B. Honigman the lead social media strate-
gist at Tribune Interactive urges “organizers to be sure to introduce new folks around. If you see some-
one coming out for their first Tweetup, be sure to spend extra time with them introduce them around 
and make them feel welcome.”


15. Have bad name tags and pens. If I can’t see your Twitter name. I’m not going to know who you are. 
The same is true for all people at your event.


16. Blow people off. Trust me. Nothing is worse than being snubbed. So if you want to have a great 
Tweetup, you have to talk to the 16 year old kid with the same respect that you would show Seth Godin. 
Just good business sense and karma.


17. Go open bar. Unless you want complete shenanigans (and to be broke), you don’t want @JoeBusi-
nessGuy to be completely tanked. Also it weeds out people just after the free booze.


Tweetups are fun, productive, and great for walking away with a lot of contacts and leads. So if you are 
feeling adventurous and don’t mind doing a bit of hustling you can host/organize your own Tweetup. 


I’m looking forward to attending it  .
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Tools for organizing your Twitter community  by Josh Catone


As Twitter surges toward an estimated 12 million registered users by year’s end (though some new stats 
may disagree), some of us are starting to deal with what we recently dubbed “followholism.” You’ve fol-
lowed so many people, it’s hard to keep up, and it’s probably time to do a little housekeeping.


But where do you begin? Twitter’s own tools for managing followers are subpar. It’s nearly impossible 
to figure out who among your followers are following you back, and the interface for paging through fol-
lowers is clumsy and difficult to use. Fortunately, Twitter’s API has given rise to a vast universe of amaz-
ing third party apps. So we’ve assembled a toolkit below of 10 services that can help you take control of 
Twitter and organize your followers. If you know any other tools that would be helpful for organizing 
tweeps, add them in the comments.


Find Out Who You’re Following


When I first joined Twitter, I started following people right out of the gate in order to get some utility 
out of the site — after all, the only way to join the conversation is to start following it. After I got used 
to Twitter, though, I had the urge to clean up my follow list. Eventually, I found that some of the people 
I had initially followed as a way to get into the community weren’t necessarily people that I was inter-
ested in continuing to follow. Here are some tools to help you investigate your tweeps and make an 
informed decision about whether to keep following them.


1. Twitter Grader – Using a detailed 5 piece algorithm, Twitter Grader assigns every users you run 
through its system a grade from 1-100. Using this tool you can investigate how engaged the people 
you’re following are and that can help you decide if you want to keep following them.


2. Twinfluence – Twinfluence is a scientific approach to measuring the influence of Twitter users. It’s 
another set of metrics you can use to help you figure out who you want to follow.


3. Tweetcloud – One of the most important factors when deciding whether you want to follow a Twit-
ter user is what sort of content they tweet about. If someone tweets mostly about topics you don’t care 
about, they might not be the best person for you to follow. Tweetcloud creates a tag cloud of a person’s 
tweets to give you a bird’s eye view of the type of things they tweet about.
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Find Your Friends


Not all relationships on Twitter are equal. Unlike many social networks, Twitter allows you to follow 
(most) people without their permission. There might be a bunch of people who are following you that 
you aren’t following back, and likewise there are probably some people you’re following who aren’t 
reciprocating. That’s not necessarily a bad thing — if their content is good, then you shouldn’t worry 
about whether they follow you back. But knowing who your friends are is helpful when you’re trying to 
organize your Twitter follows.


4. Twitter Karma – Twitter Karma is a great app that lets you sort through all of your follows and see 
who’s not following you in return, who you have a mutual follow/follow-back relationship with, and 
who is following you that you’re not following back.


5. Friend or Follow – Friend or Follow does essentially the same thing as Twitter Karma, helping you 
figure out who your friends, follows, and fans are on Twitter. The difference is in the presentation, and 
it might be a little easier to use for those with a large number of follows or followers.


6. Qwitter – Once you’ve done your initial cleaning, Qwitter is a nice app that will update you via email 
whenever someone stops following you. It will even let you know what you tweeted that caused them to 
stop following you, which could be useful (if you lose five followers every time you tweet about your cat, 
for example, that might be a hint to stop talking so much about your cat if you want to retain followers).


UPDATE: We’ve had some reports that Qwitter hasn’t been as reliable lately as it had been in the past. 
An alternative service that also notifies you when you lose a follower is Twitterless. If you really want 
to keep on top of when your followers jump ship, it might be a good idea to sign up for both services to 
make sure you have all your bases covered.


Get Rid of Inactives


According to a recent study, 80% of Twitter users have less than 10 total tweets. That might not be a 
bad thing — some people might join Twitter specifically to follow others and track their updates. But 
inactive users might also not be the best people for you to follow. Here are two tools that can help you 
weed out the inactives.
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7. Nest.Unclutterer – Nest.Unclutterer will automatically block Twitter users who are following more 
than a certain number of people or who have been inactive for a certain number of days. You can specify 
those thresholds and white list certain tweeps so that they are exempt from the cleaning. Nest.Unclut-
terer is actually less about who you’re following, and more about making sure people following you are 
actually friends you want to be associated with.


8. Twitoria – Twitoria scans through your Twitter account and finds anyone who has been inactive for 
the past week, two weeks, month, two months, six months, or year.


Manage it All


Now that you’ve cleaned up your Twitter follow list, you’ll want to keep on top of things from here on 
out. Here are two apps that will help you better manage new follows and followers.


9. TweetSum – TweetSum digests all your new followers, rates them using what they call the DBI 
(”Douche Bag Index”), a number that supposedly weeds out Twitter users likely to be annoying, and 
then lets you easily follow them back or categorize them as tweeps you don’t want to follow. You can see 
a list of recent tweets for each new follower as well, which is helpful.


10. Tweepler – Tweepler is a new follower management application that lets you make quick, one click 
decisions about whether to follow people back or drop them into an ignore pile (out of sight, out of 
mind). In addition to being able to view recent tweets, Tweepler gives helpful stats about new followers, 
such as average tweets per day.
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Twitter from your iPhone by Jennifer Van Grove


Remember the days when we could count iPhone apps for Twitter on one hand? Well, those days are 
long gone, and if you’re having trouble keeping up with all the new additions, you’re not alone.


Which apps are the real deal, worth the price, over-hyped, underrated, or just a plain waste of space? 
We’ll break it down for you and showcase the best based on categories like pay to play, freebies, search 
and trends, one hit wonders, and multi-purpose. Keep reading to find out which apps are worthy of your 
attention.


Tell us what you think of the apps below in the comments.


Pay to Play


Tweetstack: Newcomer Tweetstack brings your TweetDeck columns to the iPhone. Tweetstack is also 
one of the most feature-rich Twitter clients we’ve seen, and we’re all a-twitter about multiple accounts, 
retweets, extra search goodness, and custom tabs. The only thing bringing Tweetstack down is the in-
credibly lengthy load time for new tweets once you launch the app.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


(Note: all ratings are based on a 5 point scale)


Tweetie: Not to be confused with impostors, Tweetie combines beauty, speed, and function in an im-
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pressive option that will only set you back $2.99. The app supports multiple accounts, search, saved 
searches, retweets, user profiles, follow options, a landscape keyboard, Instapaper integration, conver-
sation views, and flashy UI elements. It’s the Twitterati’s app of choice, and ours too.


iTunes rating: 4 stars
Mashable rating: 5 stars


Twitterville: Twitterville is not a bad little $1.99 Twitter app when it comes to viewing tweets, replies, 
DMs, favorites, and user profiles. You can even follow people right from the app, but without search or 
multiple account support, it can’t live up to its better competitors.


iTunes rating: 2 stars
Mashable rating: 2.5 stars


TwitterView: This relatively new 99 cent app isn’t the most feature-rich app, but it does provide a clean 
view of your twitter stream. If you’re not following a ton of people, and you enjoy full-tweet content in 
landscape view, then you’ll like the fact that with TwitterView you can flick through tweets in this fash-
ion.


iTunes rating: not available
Mashable rating: 2.5 stars


Twiltr: Twiltr’s main purpose is to allow you to filter your tweet stream. So even though you can’t create 
groups, for $3.99 you can have a filtered view of tweets from the people you really want to follow, as well 
as save keyword filters (ie. searches).


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


iTweets: At the rate Twitter iPhone apps have evolved, we’d expect one with a price tag to be better than 
free alternatives, but that’s not the case with iTweets. 99 cents gets you a single, custom color-coded 
view of your Twitter stream that’s impossible to filter or manage. Sure you can shake to fetch tweets, but 
what good is it if your prettily colored @replys and direct messages fly by?


iTunes Rating: 2 stars
Mashable Rating: 1 star
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Tweetion: Even though Tweetion does more than just search, the first screen you see is an unattractive 
view of current trends and the option to search for tweets nearby. True, you can view your full tweeting 
history, update Facebook with each tweet, and change your Twitter avatar, but at $4.99 your wallet and 
your eyes are better off if you take your business elsewhere.


iTunes rating: 2 stars
Mashable rating: 1 star


Tweetsville: Priced $1 higher than fan favorite Tweetie, Tweetsville falls about a buck short. There’s no 
support for multiple accounts or location-based networking, but you can expect Twitter trends, advance 
search (this is cool), favorites, tweet history, unread direct message count, inline links, and navigation 
bar customization. Plus, since Tweetsville comes from Tapulous, you can expect a beautiful app, pleas-
ant niceties (like iChat-style view), and plenty of functionality.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 3 stars


LaTwit: Combine a myriad of features, a strange UI, and $2.99 price tag, and you get LaTwit. Worthy 
of note is multiple account support, URL shorteners, Ping.fm posting, the ability to hide users, custom 
font sizes, and interchangeable tabs. If it weren’t so buggy, we’d be much more enthusiastic about it.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 2.5 stars


Freebies
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NatsuLion: Not a bad offering for a free app – NatsuLion’s got all the basics covered – though we’d 
love to have the ability to add photos and retweet. One feature we love is the option to view our Twitter 
friends conversations.


iTunes rating: 3.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


Twittelator: This oldie but goodie was the first ad free iPhone app to manage replies, dms, and overall 
twitter streams in a way that worked for me. It’s certainly managed to evolve with the times, changing 
both its look and feature set. It now includes search, bookmarks for tweets and searches, the ability to 
view friends of friends, and a page down button.


Need more? The $4.99 version is pricey, but includes Twitter trends, themes, threaded conversations, 
groups, and the ability to search nearby.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 4 stars


Twinkle: A former personal favorite, Twinkle still glitters with its prettiness and location-aware fea-
tures, but has definitely lost its shine when it comes to necessary Twitter functions. We love the look 
and the landscape map mode, but our biggest problem is that processing replies is impossible since 
they’re only included in the main stream.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


Twitterific: Another standby Twitter app that’s seen its feature set trumped by newcomers is Twitterific. 
The current version of the app still doesn’t siphon replies and dms out of the main feed. There are some 
cute quirks we like including flicking through profiles, double tapping to change views, and left and 
right keys to navigate the in-app browser.


There may be some changes to the app soon, though. Twitterific has recently completed Twitterific 2.0, 
which fixes some of the problems stated above and adds even more features. It should be available to 
all next week.


Don’t overpay for the premium version, which costs $9.99 and comes ad-free and includes an extra 
theme.
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iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 3 stars


Twitterfon: For a free app, Twitterfon comes pretty packed with goodies and rivals more than a few of 
its pricier alternatives. Search options allow for location-based search, Twitter trends, and saved que-
ries as bookmarks. You even get user profiles, retweet options, hashtag recognition, an in-app browser, 
and a Twitter address book for adding usernames to tweets (we love this!).


iTunes rating: 3.5 stars
Mashable rating: 4.5 stars


Search and Trends


ReTweet: When retweets are all that matter, Retweet can you help view the most popular retweets over 
the past 30 minutes, 3, 12, or 24 hours.


iTunes rating: 3.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3 stars


Summizer: The free version of Summizer allows you to search Twitter, view trending topics, save two 
searches, view related tweets, reply, and retweet. The full version comes with unlimited saved searches 
and a $2.99 price tag. It’s probably best to spend your money elsewhere (like on a full-featured app with 
search included).


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 2.5 stars



http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=286756410&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=308713821&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=304887740&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=290632846&mt=8





One Hit Wonders


Twitterlink: Send tiny URLs in the is.gd form from your phone. Twitterlink is free and works when you 
add a bookmarklet to your phone’s Safari browser. It’s not super easy to setup, but it makes tweeting 
the interesting links you find while browsing a breeze.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


Twittervision: The iPhone version of the popular web app isn’t about tweeting at all. Twittervision is 
just a great way to visualize real-time tweets on a map. It’s so simple, and yet so great. We likey!


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


Gyazickr: Gyazickr’s free app just supports tweeting photos. You can opt to crop photos and have posts 
hosted on Gyazickr, TwitPic, or Tumblr.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 2.5 stars


Twitterboost: If Mr. Tweet had an iPhone app it would probably look a lot like Twitterboost, but give 
better recommendations. $1.99 gets you this app that continually (and randomly) suggests twitterers 
for you to follow. Want to be recommended? You’ll need to add yourself to the app for that.



http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=300090117&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284175601&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=286540282&mt=8

http://mashable.com/tag/tumblr

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=312163295&mt=8





iTunes rating: 2 stars
Mashable rating: 1.5 stars


GPSTwit: A single function Twitter app for only posting tweets. GPSTwit’s calling card is posting a 
link that shows location, status, and photo (if included on a map. At 99 cents you might find its single-
mindedness a barrier to purchase.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 2 stars


Tweeter: All you can tweet for free. But with no image upload options and no Twitter-viewing options, 
we’d almost rather use SMS over Tweeter.


iTunes rating: 2 stars
Mashable rating: 1 star


Twitfire: Twitfire’s good for one thing and one thing alone – browsing the web to easily insert links into 
your tweets. Once the iPhone adds copy/paste, this handy free app might be obsolete.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 2 stars


JustUpdate: Certainly keeping it real with their name, JustUpdate does nothing more than let you up-
date Twitter. No photos, no frills, just update.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 1 star


TwitterPics: Use TwitterPics to search for photos by keyword, user, or hashtag. You can also follow the 
photos from your favorite users or trends and share image links with Twitter. It’s a nifty way to experi-
ence Twitter photos and might even be worth the $3.99 price tag.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars



http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284991590&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=298729529&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=291335567&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=288653494&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=307075203&mt=8





Pic.im: A simple and free app just for sharing and viewing photos. Pic.im’s a TwitPic-like app with a 
mobile, web, and desktop presence (integrated with Nambu).


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 3 stars


Multi-Purpose


Ziibii: A free app for keeping up with Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, Twitter, and RSS feeds (like Mash-
able!) all in one stream that actually flows like a river. Ziibii’s probably not the best way to consume 
information, but it’s certainly fun to look at it.


iTunes rating: 2.5 stars
Mashable rating: 3.5 stars


Twitxr Perfect for sharing geo-tagged photos with not just Twitter, but Facebook, Flickr, and Picasa too. 
Twitxr’s also a great app for viewing photos from Twitxr friends. The only downside is that you have to 
create a Twitxr account and configure your other social profiles from the website.


iTunes rating: 2 stars
Mashable rating: 3 stars



http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=310545138&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=296290455&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=289238605&mt=8





Nambu: Nambu’s iPhone app brings popular desktop client features to your phone. It’s a free way to 
fully engage with Twitter and FriendFeed, update Identi.ca, post to Ping.fm, upload to pic.im (and view 
images), and create tr.im URLs. Once priced at $1.99, the app is now free and definitely worth checking 
out.


iTunes rating: 3 stars
Mashable rating: 4 stars


Best in Show


We’ve certainly covered a lot of Twitter apps. If your head is left a little dizzy, don’t fret. Take our best 
in show pics as a cheat sheet for finding the best Twitter apps in iTunes App Store.


Without further ado, here are the apps that we think ace the Twitter for iPhone test. Of course, we al-
ways want to hear what your favorites are, so feel free to share those in the comments.


Pay to Play: Tweetie


Freebies: Twitterfon


Search and Trends: ReTweet


One Hit Wonders: Twitterlink


Multi-Purpose: Nambu



http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=300926142&mt=8

http://mashable.com/tag/twitter-apps/





Managing multiple Twitter accounts by Jennifer Van Grove


It may seem like an impossible task to keep up with all the Twitter apps that have come to market as of 
late. Even though you have plenty of directories to help with the process, we noticed that it’s still dif-
ficult to ascertain which apps support multiple accounts.


As more and more people are using Twitter for personal and professional reasons, the demand for a 
Twitter client to match those multifaceted needs is rising. Here are several options to help you tweet 
now or later from different accounts on your desktop, via the Web, and while on the run. We’ve also 
included a few browser add-ons and business-specific clients to help you find the right application to 
suit your Twittering needs.


Desktop


Nambu: A great single or mutli-column app for multiple Twitter, Identi.ca, and Laconi.ca account man-
agement. Nambu also includes Twitter trends, saved searches, filters, link aggregation, and groups. 
Plus, if you have a Nambu account you can use tr.im to shorten URLs, and pic.im for better Twitter 
photo tools than Twitpic.


Seesmic Desktop: A viable threat to TweetDeck, Seesmic Desktop has no limitations on the number of 
accounts you can manage. Plus, since it fully integrates with Facebook, and also allows for unlimited 
columns, it’s a fantastic way to engage with Twitter from your desktop.


Twhirl: Even though Seesmic Desktop is the replacement desktop application for Twhirl, it still con-
tinues to dominate the TwitStat Twitter client leader board (currently in the number 5 slot). Users love 
having multiple account support and a single column view of tweets. Also of note is cross-posting to 
Ping.fm, and the ability to record and follow Seesmic videos.



http://mashable.com/tag/twitter-apps/

http://www.nambu.com/

http://desktop.seesmic.com/

http://www.twhirl.org/





Tweetie for Mac: This single column gem launched with a bang, thanks the popularity of their mobile 
app. We’re mad about Tweetie for Mac’s sleek design, which does an amazing job at multiple account 
management while respecting our screen real-estate. Power users will enjoy the keyboard shortcuts, 
conversations, and threaded direct messages.


Twibble Desktop: Twibble allows users to manage up to 3 different Twitter accounts, and includes key-
board shortcuts, location awareness, and viewing options.


Digsby: This desktop app is probably most recognizable for its multi-client IM support, but Digsby(for 
Windows only) can handle your social network profiles, and manage multiple Twitter accounts.


Web


Matt: Matt, which stands for Multi Account Twitter Tweeter, is a colorful and simple Twitter app that 
just lets you update multiple accounts from the Web.


TwittBot: TwittBot makes it possible to not only update multiple accounts, but allow multiple people 
to update the same account. The service looks for @replies to repost to specified Twitter accounts, and 
bots can be open to anyone or closed to a select group of individuals. This is a perfect tool for Twitter 
accounts that aggregate tweets from a variety of sources.



http://www.atebits.com/tweetie-mac/

http://www.twibble.de/twibble-desktop/

http://www.digsby.com/

http://www.themattinator.com/

http://twittbot.com/





Tweet3: For web-based multiple account support that’s slightly different than the rest, there’s Tweet3. 
The site provides you with a dashboard view for each account, where you can customize the color, 
integrate with Facebook, follow and unfollow Twitterers, and adjust settings. Should you tweet links, 
Tweet3 will track their performance in the analytics tab.


Splitweet: Designed around managing multiple Twitter accounts, Splitweet is great for viewing a stream 
of tweets from all your accounts, posting tweets to multiple accounts, and following brand mentions. 
Positioned as tool for brands, Splitweet doesn’t really deliver on that promise, and companies would be 
better off with CoTweet, EasyTweet, or HootSuite.


TwitIQ: TwitIQ is exactly like Twitter.com, except function-rich. So imagine your Twitter homepage 
including options to toggle through accounts, view a keyword tag cloud, and tab through conversations, 
questions, retweets, and URLs.


Twitomate: A very basic app designed just to let you queue tweets to publish on a rolling basis. But, if 
you’ve got multiple accounts and you just want to keep them fresh with regular updates, Twitomate is 
worth a look.


TweetLater: Another web service dedicated to automating the tweeting process, TweetLater includes 
support for unlimited Twitter accounts and bulk upload and scheduling of tweets. There are even some 
extra goodies thrown in for professional accounts.


Semi-Professional


CoTweet: CoTweet’s already the Twitter CRM Tool of Choice for BestBuy, JetBlue, and Ford, and that’s 
because it adds a business layer to Twitter account management. Yes, you can have multiple accounts, 
but the key with CoTweet is allowing multiple people to safely manage the same account so there’s no 
duplication of effort. We also love it for scheduling tweets for later, assigning tweets to coworkers, and 



http://www.tweet3.com/

http://splitweet.com/

http://www.twitiq.com/

http://www.twitomate.com/

http://www.tweetlater.com/

http://cotweet.com/





adding notes to Twitter users.


EasyTweets: Positioned as a tool for marketers, EasyTweets is similar to a blogging platform, and comes 
with a minimum price tag of $24/mo if you choose to upgrade to get continuous searches, support for 
more than three accounts, post to multiple accounts, SMS alerts, and Google Analyticsdata on links. 
EasyTweets has a few tweet viewing options, but TweetDeck fans will especially like the Deck View 
(columns) of tweets.


HootSuite: A nifty web-based app for multiple accounts with multiple admins, HootSuite is also great at 
giving you visibility into link stats right within their dashboard view of tweets (so long as you use their 
ow.ly URL shortener). It’s also a convenient app for Twitter search, scheduling tweets, and posting to 
Ping.fm to update more than just Twitter.


Browser Add-Ons


TwtterFox: TwitterFox is a Firefox extension from the same guys that are behind the TwitterFon iPhone 
app. TwitterFox sits within the right hand corner of your browser and does a great job at keeping out 
of the way. Users can add multiple accounts in preferences and toggle through each of them in a single 
column view.


Adjix2TwitterLink: This bookmarklet is brought to you by URL shortening service, adjix. It’s simply for 
tweeting links while you browse, but since you have the option to specify which account to tweet from, 
and send later, it could prove extremely handy.


iPhone



https://easytweets.com/

http://hootsuite.com/

http://twitterfox.net/

http://www.adjix.com/WebObjects/Adjix.woa/





Twitteriffic: The new and improved Twitteriffic 2.0 is a beauty and an extremely functional, free iPhone 
app that makes Twitter terrific on the iPhone and manages multiple accounts nicely. If tracking is your 
thing, you’ll love how Twitteriffic handles saved searches and supports advanced search queries.


Tweetie: The leader of the mobile pack, and the number 3 Twitter client overall according to TwitStat, 
Tweetie’s ($2.99) multiple account support is just one of the features that you’ll love about this iPhone 
app.


SimplyTweet: This full-featured iPhone app ($3.99) does the basics and then some. On top of managing 
multiple accounts, you can view trends, add notes, create saved views of friends (groups), use the Safari 
bookmarklet, and look up contacts while composing your tweet.


TweetStack: TweetStack ($2.99) brings your TweetDeck columns to the iPhone, and unlike TweetDeck, 
supports multiple accounts. Pick TweetStack if you want a customizable tab bar, groups, search, and 
retweets.


LaTwit: A multi-account Twitter client ($2.99) for the iPhone that supports posting to Ping.fm, the op-
tion to hide users, custom font sizes, and interchangeable tabs.


More Mobile


Gravity: A native Twitter client for S60 devices (Nokia, Samsung, and LG phones), Gravity costs 10 
bucks and works wonders for multiple accounts, Twitter Search, a tabbed view of your timeline, replies, 
messages, and friends, as well as groups, and multiple photo upload options.


Poketwit: This app is for Windows Mobile users and is perfect for multiple accounts, groups, conversa-
tions, retweets, tweet shortening, and having a Twitter address book.



http://twitterrific.com/

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=296415944&mt=8

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=299453970&mt=8
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Managing Twitter on your desktop by Jennifer Van Grove


Twitter has become an integral part of our social media lives, marketing strategies, and business objec-
tives. We have multiple accounts, hundreds of followers to watch, Twitter trends to track, hashtags to 
follow, and a frequent need for continuously updating search results.


As such, getting by on the limited feature set available via Twitter.com is difficult at best. Enter the 
desktop application, a third-party piece of software that you can install on your computer to interface 
with Twitter and get more out of your microblogging activities.


Now that Twitter is older than a toddler, you have a variety to choose from. From apps for groups, Mac 
and PC specific clients, and apps that let you do a whole lot more than tweet, you can use this guide to 
help you find the desktop client that’s right for you.


*Note: all ratings are based on 5 stars


Power Users Only


Destroy Twitter: Certainly not your most sophisticated Twitter client, but definitely above average and 
packing a few hidden nuggets. Destroy Twitter is a single account, single column app (but does allow for 
multiple columns in the expanded view), that’s clearly not for power users who have multiple presences 
to manage. It does, however, have a simple yet powerful groups feature that supports groups of users or 
groups of multiple keywords. The only problem is that accessing those groups can be a challenge.


Mashable rating: 3.5 stars
Hit feature: user-created themes that you can download to skin the app
Common concern: better features are hidden



https://destroytwitter.com/





TweetDeck: Our current head-to-head winner in the desktop space, TweetDeck’s most recent updates 
improve upon the column experience to include a report spam button, recommended people to follow, 
better video playback, auto-suggest for usernames, yFrog integration, and unlimited columns. Oh and 
it also happens to have a complementary iPhone app that syncs with your desktop columns. Nice.


Mashable rating: 4.5 stars
Hit feature: sync with the iPhone app
Common concern: groups need a little fine tuning


*Disclosure: TweetDeck partnered with Mashable to create MashDeck, a branded version of the soft-
ware.


Seesmic Desktop: This really is the everything Twitter app. It features support for unlimited Twitter 
accounts and columns, a smattering of URL and photo options, hands down the best Facebook integra-
tion we’ve seen, and unlimited saved searches. We’re really in love with Seesmic Desktop, and it seems 
to be evolving at record pace.


Mashable rating: 4.5 stars
Hit feature: fantastic Facebook integration for comments and likes
Common concern: system resource hog



http://tweetdeck.com/beta/

http://desktop.seesmic.com/





PeopleBrowsr: The desktop version is just as complicated and feature-rich as the web app (you’ll need 
to log in to the website to find the download link in lower right-hand corner). With PeopleBrowsr you 
get a full-featured Twitter app that is bloated with features like export, sort by Twitter name or number 
of followers, map or gallery views, stats on stacks (which are like columns), an aggregate view of tweets 
across stacks, simultaneous posting to other services, quick access to a number of different filters, and 
so much more. And we haven’t even begun to discuss the integrations with every popular social site on 
the planet. Even though the light mode is a little easier, this app is better left to extreme power users. 
Plus all those features seem to really slow it down.


Mashable rating: 3.5 stars
Hit feature: export
Common concern: information overload


Mac Apps


Mac Lounge: This app is incredibly appealing for its dead simple, single column interface and respect-
able feature set. We, of course, love the multiple account support, but also appreciate saved searches, 
quick access to view followers and following, and tweet options to link to tweet, copy tweet, or copy 
tweet URL. There’s also an accompanying iPhone app [iTunes link], which syncs with the desktop ver-
sion and greatly improves the app’s relevance.


Mashable rating: 3 stars
Hit feature: drag and drop categories to reorder (on left-hand panel)
Common concern: lack of support for groups or image posting



http://www.peoplebrowsr.com/

http://loungeapp.com/mac/





Nambu: This really sophisticated Mac app should be more than enough for any and all of your Twitter 
needs. You’ve got access to your followers and friends, custom groups, search (integrated with Friend-
Feed and One Riot), trends, tr.im and pic.im integration, multiple accounts, Ping.fm integration, filters, 
and three view options for a one or many column view of tweets.


Mashable rating: 4.5 stars
Hit feature: Twitter search with FriendFeed, OneRiot, and Yahoo results
Common concern: needs more variety for photo and URL shortening


Tweetie for Mac: Beautiful, sleek, and simple, Tweetie for Mac is everything you’d expect from the de-
velopers of the top mobile application for Twitter. You can get a beautiful view of conversations, toggle 
through and manage multiple accounts, save searches, and even post videos to yFrog. It’s the cleanest 
single column app with multiple account management that we’ve ever seen.


Mashable rating: 4 stars
Hit feature: killer conversation threads
Common concern: groups are strangely absent



http://nambu.com/

http://www.atebits.com/tweetie-mac/





TwitterPod: This app isn’t known for its sophistication or advanced Twitter functionality. TwitterPod 
is a basic single column Twitter app with an inline browser and the ability to filter for just tweets with 
links. Its heyday has long since passed, but original fan boys and girls may still be using this for their 
twittering.


Mashable rating: 2 stars
Hit feature: inline browser
Common concern: not reliable


EventBox: This just-for-Mac app is a favorite of many because it supports Twitter, Facebook, and Flickr 
integration, and also supports feed reading with Google Reader, and internet trend watching with Red-
dit and Digg. Keyboard shortcuts, hotkeys, Instapaper integration, and photo uploads to Flickr and 
Facebook make EventBox pretty nifty. It’s also got a very slick interface with a navigation menu on the 
left-hand side.


Mashable rating: 4 stars
Hit feature: feed reading alongside tweet watching
Common concern: single Twitter account support only


Windows Apps



http://www.apple.com/downloads/macosx/internet_utilities/twitterpod.html

http://thecosmicmachine.com/





Digsby: The beloved IM, email notification, and social networking application also does Twitter, but 
it’s only available for PCs at the moment. On the social networking side, Digsby pulls in Facebook, 
MySpace, Twitter, and LinkedIn so you can get a more complete view of what’s happening across your 
entire social presence.


Mashable rating: 2.5 stars
Hit feature: IM and email integration
Common concern: not robust enough for power users


DigiTweet: This open source desktop Twitter client for Windows is built on Windows Presentation 
Foundation (WPF) and allows for a lot of customization in the layout and view of your Twitter stream 
with an interactive dockable pane. DigiTweet has also evolved to include multiple search tabs, color 
coding users you follow by categories (kind of love this), alerts for specific users, follow/unfollow, and 
link preview.


Mashable rating: 3.5 stars
Hit feature: toast alerts for specific tweeters
Common concern: tricky user interface



http://www.digsby.com/

http://www.digitweet.com/





A Few More Options


Twhirl: This oldie but goodie, though no longer actively being updated (Seesmic Desktop took its place), 
is still working just fine and many a Twitter early adopter are happy to have a single column Twitter ex-
perience, with additional windows available for additional Twitter accounts, plus FriendFeed, Seesmic, 
and Identica integration for viewing and posting content to those sites. Since you can still save Twitter 
searches, Twhirl is actually a really great desktop client if you’re not beholden to groups.


Mashable rating: 3.5 stars
Hit feature: FriendFeed support for viewing threads and adding comments
Common concern: window overload


Skimmer: It’s hard not to love this app. Not only is it beautiful to look at it, but it also tracks your favor-
ite social sites. Skimmer’s certainly not an application for the social media beginner, but power users 
of Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, Blogger, and Twitter, will appreciate the aggregation of content, filtering 
options, view types, and enhanced content viewing experience.



http://www.twhirl.org/

http://www.fallon.com/skimmer





Mashable rating: 4.5 stars
Hit feature: gorgeous Flickr and YouTube video viewing
Common concern: sacrificing a few advanced twitter app features for beauty


Sideline: Sideline is just a search and trending topic app from Yahoo, but it does a darn good job at sat-
isfying those specific needs. You can view current Twitter trends, select to see the three latest tweets or 
pop out as its own saved search, and create custom search groups as tabs.


Mashable rating: 4 stars
Hit feature: search groups that support multiple keywords
Common concern: can’t tweet from the app


Less to Tweet Home About


Tweetr: A lesser known simple app, Tweetr is beautiful Adobe AIR based app that doesn’t support 
multiple accounts, and isn’t right for power users, but might be just perfect for lightweight Twitterers. 
You’re not going to get columns, groups, search, or filters, but you can share files and take photos with 
your web cam.


Mashable rating: 3 stars
Hit feature: file sharing and webcam photos
Common concern: URL shortening limited to hurl.ws



http://sideline.yahoo.com/

http://tweet-r.com/





Twibble Desktop: Twibble is a bit of a riddle. It’s not a bad app when it comes to feature set, but it’s 
also not the most intuitive. You can manage multiple accounts, but all tweets are merged together in 
one stream. You can reply, DM, fav, RT, and copy tweets, but you’ll have to hover over the tweet to even 
know those behaviors are possible. You can also use keyboard shortcuts, filter your tweets for keywords, 
or conduct searches that open up in new windows, but Twibble just doesn’t seem to flow as easily as 
we’d like it to.


Mashable rating: 2 stars
Hit feature: drag and drop photo upload
Common concern: very tricky user interface


Twitterrific: Once the preferred app of the Mac Twitterati, Twitterrific has seen brighter days on your 
desktop (meanwhile the iPhone app is certainly an impressive option). As it stands, Twitterrific is hard-
ly an improvement on the Twitter.com web experience.


Mashable rating: 2 stars
Hit feature: super lightweight
Common concern: hard to filter tweets for mentions and direct messages



http://www.twibble.de/twibble-desktop/

http://iconfactory.com/software/twitterrific





Spaz: With a name like Spaz, you’d expect this AIR based client to be perfect for the Twitter spaz. Un-
fortunately, that’s not quite the case. So even though it’s not a terrible app for lightweight Twitterers, 
power users won’t get by on the limited feature set.


Mashable rating: 2.5 stars
Hit feature: in-line short URL decoding
Common concern: no photo uploading options


Snitter: Another one of those apps that was all the rage back in the day, but is now in dire need of an 
update. This one is definitely a pass for the time being.


Mashable rating: 1.5 stars
Hit feature: filter by time period
Common concern: too many to count



http://funkatron.com/spaz/

http://getsnitter.com/





Filtering your Twitter stream by Josh Catone


Most Twitter users probably follow under a thousand other people, but that’s enough to make it hard 
to keep track of the real-time stream. I actually started having trouble keeping up when I hit about 50 
follows — and depending on how prolific the people you’re following are, you could be dealing with a 
hard-to-parse Twitter stream even following just a handful of people. But while people like social media 
fanatic Robert Scoble, who follows over 100,000 people, appear to have the superhuman ability to stay 
on top of things, the rest of us need help filtering the Twitter stream.


Fortunately, there are a good number of methods and applications we can put to work to filter tweets 
from the people we’re following. Which work best for you? Let us know in the comments.


(Please note that a few of the apps in this post actually do multiple types of filtering, and so could have 
theoretically been added to more than one category.)


By Keyword


One way to filter Twitter is by keyword. Filttr is a full-featured, web-based Twitter app that includes 
keyword-based filtering. You can both blacklist and whitelist key phrases and Filtter will block or allow 
those tweets. Flittr, though, has a pretty steep learning curve, and before I even added any keywords it 
started filtering tweets — and took a particular dislike to a few of my Twitter friends. I’m not sure what 
criteria it was using for those initial filters.


Another full web-based client that includes keyword filtering is Mixero, which is in private beta.


Philtro, which is also in private beta, learns what types of tweets you like based on your ratings. Give 
thumbs up and thumbs down ratings to tweets, and Philtro slowly figures out what you like and at-
tempts only to bother you with tweets you’d be likely to want to read.


By Links



http://twitter.com/scobleizer

https://filttr.com/

http://mixero.com/

http://www.philtro.com/





About 19% of all tweets contain links, but if your Twitter stream moves quickly, you may miss many of 
the best unless you use a filter. MicroPlaza organizes the links tweeted by out by your followers by re-
cency or popularity. MicroPlaza personalizes the concept employed sites like Tweetmeme, Twitt(url)y, 
and dailyRT, which assume that the more a link is tweeted, the more worthwhile it is of your attention.


MicroPlaza not only looks at which links are being tweeted and retweeted the most, but also which 
are being tweeted specifically by the people you’re following. The idea is that you’re most interested 
in things your followers are saying (otherwise, you wouldn’t be following them), so if they tweet about 
popular links, they’re more likely to be of interest to you.


One of the coolest features of MicroPlaza, though, is that you can assume the identity of any other Twit-
ter user — so if you follow someone very connected to a specific industry, you can see the links that their 
friends are sharing.


By Grouping


Another way to filter Twitter, is by organizing your friends into groups. By putting the people you’re 
following into groups, you can break up and effectively slow down your Twitter stream, making it easier 
to follow tweets from your friends, colleagues, and family members.


There are a ton of different ways to organize you friends into groups, but one of the easiest is to use a 
Twitter client that supports grouping, such as desktop heavyweights Seesmic Desktop, Destroy Twitter, 
and TweetDeck (which has a complimentary iPhone app that also supports groups), or a web-based app 
like PeopleBrowsr.


Another option is to use a service that helps you create channels or groups of Twitter users and moni-
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tor their tweets. Floxee is one of the most full-featured such sites. It not only lets users monitor the 
tweetstream of a predefined group, but also displays stats about the activity of that group (or “flock”). 
Other sites you could use include TwitHive, Tweetizen, Twhanel, Crowdstatus, TwittGroups.com, and 
TweetChannel.


Disclosure: TweetDeck partnered with Mashable to create MashDeck, a branded version of the soft-
ware.


By Favorites


Favorites aren’t the best way to filter tweets, because the reasons you favorite tweets might not be the 
same as other people. However, by the same token, tweets that have been favorited by multiple users 
are generally worth reading for some reason: they’re interesting, funny, clever, extraordinary, etc.


Favrd keeps track of the most favorited tweets, but is limited to those users who have signed up with 
the service to have their favorites watched. (Careful: Favrd is often NSFW.) Favotter is another favorite 
tracking site, but again, watches a limited number of users (due to API limitations, according to the 
site’s about page).


BONUS: TwitterForBusyPeople doesn’t really filter Twitter, but it does organize your recently active 
follows in a way that you can get an “at a glance” view of the activity of people you’re following. Once 
you get used to it, it is potentially a good way to make your Twitter stream more manageable.


BONUS 2: Twalala does keyword filtering, but where it really shines is the ability to mute certain users 
to remove their tweets from your twitter stream temporarily.
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Creating groups on Twitter by Jennifer Van Grove


Earlier this year we showed you how to create groups for Twitter. While the post is still a valuable re-
source, we’ve definitely seen a few new tools pop up that are also worth a look.


When it comes to Twitter groups, you’re probably either interested in ways to communicate with a dis-
tinct set of users, or following a group of tweets based on Twitterer, topic, or hashtag. We’ve identified 
and separated out the web, desktop, and mobile apps that help you satisfy the group function of your 
choosing.


Participate in Public or Private Twitter Groups


If you’re looking to create Twitter groups that allow for public or private communication between mul-
tiple Twitterers, you’ve definitely got a few choices. The apps listed below will allow you to, in one fash-
ion or another, create custom groups allowing you to tweet to just a specified group of Twitterers.


Twitter4Groups: The most basic of the bunch. It’s not chock full of functionality, but this private Twit-
ter group option essentially passes direct messages to all members who have opted into a private group. 
The setup process simply entails creating a protected group Twitter account, having members follow 
the account, and making sure that the Twitter account in question follows them back. Then any time 
anyone direct messages the group twitter account, that tweet is dispersed to the group’s followers.


GroupTweet: If communicating privately with a select group of Twitter individuals is your goal, than 
GroupTweet is your platform. Once you create a Twitter account for your group, you can register that 
account with GroupTweet and share it with the people you want to be included. Like Twitter4Groups, 
any direct messages to the group Twitter account will be relayed to all followers of the group.


Tweetworks: Another great group site for public or private groups. With Tweetworks, you can join 
groups on the site and create your own, but best of all, the app attempts to thread conversations, so 
replies are grouped in a convenient, easy to read fashion.


Tweetparty: You can use Tweetparty to create your own personal groups, such that you can message 
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all the users you placed in your groups simultaneously with a single tweet. All you need to do is create 
your groups on Tweetparty, add the Twitterers you want in each group, and then DM tweetparty with 
the group name and message and it gets dispersed via DM to each individual.


TwitterTeams: Still in private beta, TwitterTeams promises to let you join Twitter teams and use team 
tags, similar to hashtags, to communicate with fellow group members.


Apps to Form People or Hashtags Groups


TweetKnot: Use this one to create public or private Twitter groups to follow people or RSS feeds. As a 
user, you can create an on-site knot, otherwise known as a group, name it, designate whether it’s a pri-
vate or public group, and add a group description. Then you can designate Twitterers or RSS feeds for 
the knot to follow, essentially creating a shared Twitter stream of updates that’s specific to the people 
and sites you add. Knot members can post and follow group updates.


Crowdstatus: Yet another way to lump Twitterers into custom created groups. Crowdstatus does, how-
ever, take a slightly different approach by only displaying the most recent update from crowd members. 
It provides a visually stimulating dashboard — tweets are shown in individual boxes — that might make 
consuming member-specific tweets all the more enjoyable. Plus, you can even opt to turn auto-refresh 
on and off.


Tweetizen: Tweetizen isn’t a robust Twitter app, but it does let you create and participate in web-based 
groups in order to follow the people or topics that are of interest to you. It’s basically just an app to filter 
tweets, but Tweetizen’s interface is much more impressive than some of the options available to accom-
plish the same purpose, and we like that you can login with Twitter OAuth, view active groups, check 
out feature groups, and keep up with Twitter trends.


Twitly: Essentially the same as Tweetizen, Twitly is a web app for separating the people you follow into 
groups. We had some issues logging into the app, so it’s not high up on our list.


TwitHive: A web-based app for creating Twitter channels (like columns) of tweets from people you 
place in groups, or search terms that you designate. When creating a channel column you can name it 
and select whether you want it to be a column of specific Twitter user updates, a search query, or just 
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tweets from your stream that are questions, retweets, or include URLs. TwitHive does let you create 
channels based on multiple Twitter accounts, so it’s essentially a good multi-account group-centric 
Twitter client.


Twubs: Specifically designed to create Twitter groups around hashtag content. Twubs aggregates video, 
photos, and tweets that use a hashtag, and allows users to not only edit the hashtag description, but join 
the individual Twubs and contribute even more content. Since hashtags create community and con-
versation around a topic or event, Twubs provides a better way to engage with the content and people 
participating in hashtag discussions.


Twibes: You can use Twibes to create your own public topic-oriented Twitter discussion hub. Twibes’ 
setup process is pretty similar to other sites, but one advantage is that it does allow for other users to 
join the Twibe simply by retweeting the group URL. You can create up to 3 Twibes per Twitter account, 
or pay to create more.


Twhanel: With Twhanel, you can create category or topic specific feeds of tweets. Essentially it’s just a 
filter for Twitter, but you can host your Twhanels on your own site. One thing to note is that you’ll have 
to create a Twhanel specific login to use the site.


TweetChannel: Though stylistically unimpressive, TweetChannel is another straight-forward way cre-
ate and facilitate discussions in Twitter groups. There are no extra bells and whistles, and channels are 
public, but it gets the job done. Also, to have your channel listed in their directory, you’ll want to use the 
hashtag format, ie #channelname, when you tweet.


More Twitter Clients to Put People/Keywords into Groups


In our first post on Twitter groups, we explored how TweetDeck and Twhirl could be used for groups. 
But there are also a myriad of other Twitter apps (of the web, mobile, or desktop variety) that help you 
create groups for your friends and followers, or your must-follow Twitter searches.


Seesmic Desktop: Just recently refreshed, Seesmic Desktop is a robust Twitter desktop app that calls 
their groups userlists, and you have complete control over these lists, which also pop out as columns. 
You can delete lists as a whole, or add and remove individuals one by one. Right now, though, you can’t 
easily access a list of your Twitter friends or quickly add multiple Twitterers to a group in one single 
swoop. The new Seesmic web app currently lacks a groups feature, but it should be coming soon.
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Destroy Twitter, PeopleBrowsr, Nambu for Mac, and Tweetr: Each of these Twitter apps is very group 
friendly, and each one has its own slightly unique implementation, but in general you define the group 
name and type, and add people or keywords as needed. PeopleBrowsr is available as a both a desktop 
and a web app and is the most sophisticated, albeit least newbie user-friendly, app for filtering of tweets 
and creating columns of grouped Twitter friends.


HootSuite: When it comes to web-based clients for Twitter, the newest version of HootSuite is great for 
creating groups of users or search results. In the 2.0 version, simply select to add a column, and from 
there you can create a group for keyword tracking, search, and people.


With the people groups you can add usernames one by one, and then edit the column later as needed. 
When it comes to keyword tracking, you can add up to three words or phrases per column, and with 
search you can use common search operators to narrow your results. You also have a group/column for 
pending tweets, which houses the tweets you schedule for later and provides a quick glimpse at your 
pending tweets, and gives you an easy way to delete or edit them.


Twitter Groups On the Go


As Twitter grows in popularity, so do mobile apps for tweeting. There are dozens of Twitter apps for the 
iPhone alone, with more and more created everyday, which means an abundance of the mobile Twitter 
apps on the market are likely to update to support Twitter groups.


TweetDeck for iPhone: TweetDeck’s iPhone offering replicates the Twitter column experience on your 
iPhone so you can view tweets grouped by the topics or users that you’ve previously configured on the 
web. Its slick and innovative interface makes it a breeze to flip through existing columns or add new 
ones on the fly. Plus it comes completely free of charge.


iTwitter: This newbie for the iPhone will set you back $3.99, but you can use iTwitter to create and add 
users to groups for a filtered Twitter stream viewing experience.


SimplyTweet: At the same price point as iTwitter, SimplyTweet not only lets you create saved views of 
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friends, ie. groups, on your iPhone, but also manage multiple accounts, integrate with your HootSuite 
account, view Twitter trends, post to Posterous, and view replies in a conversation thread.


Twitterlator: The Pro version of Twitterlator for the iPhone will cost you $4.99 but it does support Twit-
ter groups, called subgroups, and provides a super simple way of adding Twitterers from your address 
book to each of your subgroups (this feature is phenomenal). We, of course, are very fond the app now 
that it supports posting video from your iPhone 3GS to Twitter.


TweetFlip: This relatively new $1.99 iPhone app also supports groups, in a similar panel style to Tweet-
Deck, though you will have to add members one by one by typing their Twitter name. TweetFlip’s only 
differentiating feature from the other full-featured apps is an automatic insult option that generates 
smack talk you can quickly tweet.


PocketTwit: Windows Mobile users can turn to PocketTwit to get Twitter groups while away from their 
computer. The app also supports retweeting, includes an address book, allows for managing multiple 
accounts, integrates with several photo sharing options, and supports themes.


Gravity: This S60 app for Nokia, Samsung, and LG phones certainly does groups, but it will set you back 
about 10 bucks. You can, however, configure audio alerts for Twitter notifications, manage multiple ac-
counts, as well as search Twitter and view trending topics.


Visualize Grouped Real-Time Twitter Search Results


TweetGrid: This app helps you visualize search results for a number of different keywords or phrases 
in a grid-like fashion. It could certainly use a makeover, but we like the ability to customize the grid’s 
columns and rows, and see search results side-by-side.


Monitter: Similar to TweetGrid, albeit much friendlier on the eyes, Monitter is limited to just column-
centric search result viewing. It’s pretty great for keeping a constant eye on search results.


TwitPicGrid: A mashup of TweetGrid and TwitPic, TwitPicGrid is perfect should you want to filter Twit-
ter search results for photos only.


Floxee: This search, filter, and Twitterer grouping app has yet to be released in the wild, but when it’s 
live it will be a great and visually impressive way to aggregate and showcase tweets around events, 
particular people of interest, or hot topics. Floxee features include a searchable historical tweetstream, 
stats on Twitterers, and an advanced group directory.
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And One Truly Unique App


Tweetboard: As we recently discovered, Tweetboard, which is now in open alpha, adds an instant 
Twitter microforum to your site for engaging with site visitors in a unique way. By wrapping up (and 
grouping) your tweets and replies into threaded conversations, Tweetboard prominently showcases 
how Twitter customer service can really work. It’s akin to creating a Twitter community around your 
website, product, or service.



http://tweetboard.com/alpha/
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Twitter is a social network used by millions of people, 
and thousands more are signing up every day to send 
short messages to groups of friends. 


But where’s the user manual for Twitter? Where do 
new Twitter users go to learn about Tweeting, retweets, 
hashtags and customizing your Twitter profile? Where 
do you go if you want to know all about building a 
community on Twitter, or using Twitter for business? 
How can you find advanced tools for using Twitter on 
your phone or your desktop? 


To answer all these questions and more, we’ve assem-
bled The Twitter Guide Book, a complete collection of 
resources for mastering Twitter. 


Happy Tweeting!


Pete Cashmore
@Mashable
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Sharing on Twitter


One of the greatest aspects of Twitter is that it’s a 
global platform for sharing information, images, and 
video. We’ll show you how.


Sharing music on Twitter


Sharing video on Twitter


Sharing images on Twitter


Get your questions answered on Twitter







Sharing music on Twitter by Josh Catone


Twitter is fast becoming one of the most important ways to share information quickly, easily, and in-
stantly over the web. Users and developers have found a lot of innovative ways to pack a ton of utility 
into just 140 characters, including sharing images, sharing video, and sharing documents. What about 
music? Turns out, there are plenty of ways to share tunes on Twitter as well. Below are ten of the best 
ways to tweet about what you’re listening to.


If you know of any other ways to share music on Twitter that we should be aware of, please let us know 
in the comments.


1. Tinysong


Tinysong is a very basic URL shortener for music powered by P2P music sharing service Grooveshark. 
On the plus side, that means it has a huge library of songs to draw from, but it also isn’t very tightly 
integrated with Twitter. Tinysong is dead simple: search for songs, find the one you want, get a short-
ened URL pointing toward that track. Actually sharing it on Twitter is up to you. Tinysong has an API, 
meaning that developers could easily integrate it into their applications.


2. Twisten.fm


If you want a more complete integration between Grooveshark and Twitter, you’ll want to check out 
Twisten.fm. Like Tinysong, Twisten.fm searches the Grooveshark library for songs, but it goes two steps 
further by allowing you to share what you’re listening to directly from the site, and also monitoring your 
timeline to create a stream of what your friends are listening to.


3. Song.ly
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Song.ly is a Twitter music sharing service powered by the Russian media search engine Tagoo. You 
search for an artist or track and press the tweet button, which sends you to Twitter and pre-populates 
the tweet field with a Song.ly shortened URL pointing at your song. Song.ly has IE and Firefox add-ons 
and an API.


4. Blip.fm


On its own, Blip.fm is kind of like Twitter for music, where users share tracks with one another in a 
Twitter-style real-time stream. But Blip.fm also integrates with Twitter (among other sites), and allows 
you to share tracks back out to your Twitter friends with one click once you have synced your accounts. 
The site borrows some concepts straight from Twitter — like reblipping, which is akin to retweeting — 
and helps users find friends to follow that have similar music tastes in order to build a real-time “radio 
station” stream.


5. Twt.fm


Twt.fm uses OAuth to connect you to your Twitter account then recreates your Twitter page, including 
your background and avatar, to store your playlist of music tweets, each including a Flash-player. The 
site allows you to search for tracks (which it pulls from imeem), or add direct links to MP3s, YouTube 
music videos, SoundCloud, or imeem. You can then tweet those songs directly from the site using a 
Twt.fm short URL. Unfortunately, sometimes the tracks it finds are just clips, and it doesn’t allow you 
to search by just artist or track, so you have to know the entire name of the song you want to play, who 
sings it, and how to correctly spell it.
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6. Twiturm


Twiturm (the “urm” stands for “ur music”) is really aimed at artists looking to share music with their 
fans. The site lets users upload MP3 files, or point to existing MP3 links on the web, then share them 
directly on Twitter via a shortened URL that links to a Twiturm player page. The player page allows visi-
tors to play, download, or retweet the tracks, and keeps stats on how many plays and downloads each 
song gets.


7. Musebin


Musebin lets you share your favorite albums and artists over Twitter using exquisitely tiny URLs made 
possible by using a domain with a non-standard character: http://♬.ws/ The shared URLs link to a 
simple page about the artist or album that includes information about the year of release, record label, 
cover art, links to additional info, and a stream of tweets about the artist.


8. Twittytunes


Twittytunes is a companion Firefox (and Flock) plugin for the Foxytunes music player plugin from Ya-
hoo! Music. Twittytunes essentially adds a button to the Foxytunes player that lets users tweet about 
what they’re listening to in one click. Tweets don’t actually include links to playable songs, but they do 
include links to Foxytunes informational sites about the artist that often include song clips and music 
videos.


9. imeem
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Music sharing site imeem, on which many of the other sites in this round up rely, added their own 
“Tweet This” buttons a couple of months ago. It’s a pretty basic way to tweet about the music you’re lis-
tening to, essentially just sending you to Twitter with a pre-populated form field that includes the name 
of the artist and track and a link to the song’s page on imeem. But imeem has a huge library of music to 
search, so it’s definitely a good site to have in your arsenal when sharing music on Twitter.


10. SongTwit


SongTwit is one of the newest options on this list, and lets you search imeem and YouTube for songs, 
point to MP3 links, or upload an MP3, M4A, WAV, WMA, OGG or ACC file. You then log into Twit-
ter (no OAuth), add a message in the remaining ~115 characters, and send your tweet. Your message 
should probably include the song’s title, since SongTwit doesn’t automatically include it. When I tested 
it, it was a bit finicky (or my connection was) and kept timing out before it would actually share some-
thing, but I have actually seen SongTwit working for some people in the wild.
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Sharing video on Twitter by Jennifer Van Grove 


There are a number of useful ways to share video on Twitter. Pretty much every social site across the 
web has enabled a quick, no brainer way to tweet your content out to your Twitter network. At the rate 
Twitter is growing, we can certainly understand why.


Since we’re seeing a lot of healthy competition in the “TwitPicfor video” space, we thought that we’d 
give you the lowdown on five different services that you can use to upload video to Twitter. You’ll even 
see a few that support photo and video uploads, allow for webcam recordings, and track video mentions 
across Twitter.


It’s safe to say that none of the available options have hit critical mass yet, but you can bet the major 
desktop clients, like TweetDeck and Seesmic Desktop (which just keeps getting better), are paying spe-
cial attention to the most popular video sharing apps for Twitter. The end game for these services is to 
get integrated into the most popular Twitter clients, where they’ll no doubt gain immediate exposure 
and new users.


1. TwitVid


Let’s face it: there’s yet to be a single video sharing site for Twitter that’s managed to attract the same 
level of attention or substantial user base as TwitPic has done for the photo sharing world. Hoping to 
capitalize on this, is TwitVid, a new Twitter video sharing site that supports upload via Web, email to 
u@twitvid.io, and eventually webcam.


The site is crazy simple to use: just log in with your Twitter credentials, choose your video file (up to 1 
GB or 20 mins), enter 117 characters or less, and hit the tweet button. That’s all there is to it.


If TwitVid is trying to become the TwitPic of video, then it’s certainly taking the right steps. TwitVid 
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displays all the tweets that mention a particular video on Twitter right on the video page, something 
that TwitPic can’t match. You can also retweet, share, like, and reply to videos on site.


2. Twiddeo


When it comes to sharing videos on Twitter, Twiddeo’s certainly a viable option, as long as you’re not 
the type to judge a book by its cover. The aesthetically unappealing site comes with the basics for Twit-
ter video sharing, so you can upload, email, or record (via webcam) your videos for instant sharing with 
your Twitter network.


Video pages are pretty sparse, but you can leave comments (powered by Disqus), grab embed codes, 
and get a glimpse of all the videos that a user has shared.


A feature that Firefox users who tweet via Twitter.com will love is Twiddeo’s Greasemonkey script. The 
script enables Twiddeo videos to play right from your Twitter home page. Pretty neat, eh?


3. Twitc
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If you’re looking for a one-stop shop for sharing photos, videos, and a myriad of different file types with 
Twitter, then Twitc’s multipurpose hosting service could be just what the doctor ordered. Not only can 
you upload your own content — multiple files at a time — but you can also import videos via URLs, so 
YouTube and Hulu videos are all fair game.


What you get in extra features from Twitc comes with a cost. It takes more than just a few steps to actu-
ally tweet a video (and any other content you want to share). Before uploading content, you’ll need to 
create and name your albums (which are like folders). Then while you’re uploading or adding content, 
you can specify the appropriate album. Finally, you can return to your albums to select the appropriate 
video or image, and then click to push out to your Twitter stream.


Twitc is not the most immediate way to share videos with Twitter, but it does come with some extras 
that might make the additional steps worthwhile. With Twitc, not only can you update your Twitter 
status (no video or image required), but you can search, comment, favorite, and check out the most 
viewed, highest rated, or just plain random content on the site.


4. twitLENS


twitLENS is another dual purpose tool that handles both video and image sharing via Twitter. This beta 
site supports multiple uploads at one time, videos up to 50 MB, mobile uploads, comments, and even 
anonymous uploads.


There are two things we love about twitLENS. First, it’s the only app on this list that’s actually support-
ing Twitter OAuth for secure login. Second, it’s super easy to tag people in photos and videos using their 
Twitter names. To accomplish the latter, just upload your content, and then return to your profile to 
access the photo or video and tag away. Those tagged will get tweets from you (so use this wisely) notify-
ing them that they’re staring in your rich media content on twitLENS.
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5. Tweetube


Tweetube started out as a way to share YouTube videos, then the service expanded to include Tweetube 
for Mac OSX, a desktop application for creating video via webcam to share with Twitter. Tweetube then 
hosts the videos and even allows for comments. Most recently, Tweetube added support for multiple 
photo uploads by web or email, and multiple link sharing.


Even with the updates, the only way to share video with Twitter is by YouTube URL or desktop webcam 
recordings, which happen to be limited to 25 seconds in length. Still, we like what Tweetube’s doing. If 
they continue to evolve their product, it could be a great way to share videos with your Twitter friends.
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Sharing images on Twitter  by Josh Catone


As the web moves toward its real-time future, Twitter is clearly becoming one of the most important 
ways for people to share content. From celebrity gossip to customer complaints, from blog post links to 
breaking news, Twitter is an amazing platform for sharing short bursts of information, both meaningful 
and mundane. But how many words can you fit into a 140 character tweet? If you could include images, 
the answer would be at least a thousand, right?


Unfortunately, Twitter doesn’t have any built-in way to attach images to its 140 character posts, so 
we’re left turning to third-party solutions to add a little visual flair to our tweets. There are a number of 
good ways to share images on Twitter, though, and here are five of them.


1. Via a Twitter Image Sharing Service


Because Twitter doesn’t directly support image attachments, a large number of third-party services 
have sprung up to fill that need. There are a lot of these, and new ones seem to appear almost daily. 
Here are six of the best.


Twitpic: Twitpic is the largest and most popular image sharing service on Twitter, in part due to all the 
attention it got in January when the first pictures of the Hudson River plane crash were shared on the 
site. It also has some popular celebrity users, like Grant Imahara from Mythbusters.


TweetPhoto: Competing with Twitpic will definitely be a steep, uphill battle for any other Twitter photo 
sharing service, but TweetPhoto offers a numbers of compelling features, such as stats, geo-tagging, 
favoriting, and Facebook integration, that make it a worthy competitor.


Pikchur: A multi-platform app, Pikchur lets users share images automatically in multiple places, in-
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cluding Twitter, Facebook, Friendfeed, Tumblr, and Flickr. Sign up is optional, meaning you can get 
started very quickly.


Twitgoo: Borrowing the look and feel of Twitter, Twitgoo asks its users, “What are you lookin’ at?” It is 
integrated into a number of third party apps, including favorites like Tweetie for Mac and TwitterBerry.


yfrog: Since yfrog comes from the guys behind ImageShack, you can bet it is going to be extremely 
simple, with a singular purpose in mind. Upload, log in, share — that’s it, but that’s all you need, right?


Picktor: Like Pikchur, Picktor helps users more easily share photos across multiple social sites. The new 
dead-simple Twitter image sharing service they launched last month uses Twitter’s oAuth implementa-
tion, so you rest easy knowing your login credentials are safe.


2. Via SMS or Email


Sharing images via a third party service is great, but what about users who want to send updates to 
Twitter via SMS message or email? Fortunately, three third-party services have your back.


Mobypicture: Mobypicture’s Twitter image sharing service is one of the easiest and perhaps most in-
genious methods of pushing pictures to Twitter in this round up. All you need to do is send an email 
or MMS message containing a photo, a title (subject) and optional body text to twituser.twitpass@
mobypicture.com, where ‘twituser’ and ‘twitpass’ are your Twitter login credentials. Mobypicture then 
sends out your tweet for you, no sign up required. You’ll have to judge for yourself how secure it is to 
email your Twitter username and password to a third-party service, though.


Twitxr: Twitxr has end-to-end mobile photo sharing covered, with native applications for the iPhone, 
Windows Mobile and PocketPC, Nokia and Motorola phones, a mobile site and support for email post-
ing. The site supports posting to Facebook, Picasa, and Flickr, in addition to posting photos to Twitter.


Posterous: The email-based blogging service Posterous recently noted on its own blog that its API can 
be used to upload photos to Posterous using just Twitter credentials. Essentially, users can email pho-
tos to Posterous, which are then automatically posted to Twitter (and Facebook) in addition to being 
added to their Posterous blog site.
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3. Via Brightkite or FriendFeed


Both Brightkite and Friendfeed are useful micro messaging platforms in their own right, but neither 
have garnered near the level of attention that Twitter has. Both services integrate closely with Twitter, 
and because the services support photo sharing, users of each site can send images back to their Twitter 
streams.


Brightkite: To share images on Brightkite, navigate to the ‘Sharing’ tab of the ‘Account Settings’ page. 
Enter your Twitter username and password and make sure ‘When I post a photo.’ is checked. Now any 
time you post a photo via Brightkite, it will be copied back to Twitter using a shortened URL (bkite.
com). This is especially handy for iPhone users, since Brightkite’s native iPhone app has support for 
taking and sharing photos within the application.


Friendfeed: A very large portion of Friendfeed’s content is pulled in via Twitter, which is unsurprising 
given just how popular Twitter is and the nature of its service (which encourages the creation of a lot of 
small bits of content). But text, links, and images shared on Friendfeed directly can also be copied back 
to Twitter. Just make sure you check the “Cc: Twitter,” box. If you add a photo, it will be shared via a 
shortened URL (ff.im).


4. Via Skitch


Skitch is different from the other sites mentioned in this post in that it isn’t specifically made for Twit-
ter. Rather, Skitch is a Mac-native image editing client that uniquely has sharing directly built in. Once 
you’re done editing a photo, you can click the ‘Webpost’ button to automatically upload it to the Inter-
net, and then you can share the image via the provided link.
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5. Via an Encoded Tweet


This one is a bit theoretical, but pretty cool. Recently, Flickr user Quasimondo posted the results of a 
competition to write an image encoder/decoder that could pack up an image inside a single tweet. Not 
a link to a picture, as is the case in every other service mentioned in this post, but the actual data that 
makes up the image.


Quasimondo used Chinese characters for his encoder since UTF-8 encoding let him send 210 bytes 
of data in the 140 characters allowed per tweet. He goes into a good deal of detail about the technical 
aspects of how he’s doing the encoding and compressing the data in his Flickr stream, but the actual 
visual results of his experiment are rather impressive.


It would make a lot of sense for Twitter to build image sharing functionality into the Twitter web and 
mobile interfaces natively. It’s unlikely they’ll actually host any images (Twitter has always outsourced 
URL shortening, after all, first to TinyURL and more recently to Bit.ly), but we wouldn’t be surprised if 
Twitter someday added thumbnail preview functionality for shared image links.


In the meantime, though, there are a ton of options for sharing images on Twitter, including many not 
mentioned here. Which is your preferred method?
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Get your questions answered on Twitter by Stan Schroeder


One of the rare services that Google was forced to shut down was Google Answers. Perhaps they antici-
pated that it was a battle they could not win because getting quick answers to your questions is easier 
than ever – on Twitter. You can, of course, just ask the question, but we’ve found five sites that try to 
add some structure to the process, and checked out if they’re worth your time.


1. IKnowTweet


This simple site searches Twitter for phrases such as “does anyone know?” and “why does?” and collects 
them all at one place. There’s an option to answer the questions and a list of popular terms; unfortu-
nately, the site doesn’t list answers anywhere, which makes it a lot less useful than it could be. 


2. ToAnswer
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By far the most elegant of the sites listed here, ToAnswer lets you ask questions on Twitter by simply 
prefixing them with @toask. The answers are displayed in a nice Twitter-like interface, and questions 
are asked through a lightbox-style window that opens with your Twitter account. The problem, how-
ever, is lack of answers, which means that the community hasn’t really noticed it yet.


3. TwttrStrm


TwttrStrm is an interesting and slightly more complex service that combines Twitter with Squidoo 
and its “lens” approach to answering questions. Basically, you ask a question on Twitter, but instead of 
merely getting short answers, Squidoo will create a brand new Lens with a bunch of information on the 
topic you’ve asked about. The Lens can include latest tweets, but also images, Amazon shopping links 
and various other types of content. Compared to other sites on the list, TwttrStrm is definitely some-
thing else, and it can be used in a lot of different, creative ways; for merely getting some quick answers, 
though, there may be better alternatives out there.
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4. twtpoll


There are many ways to ask a question; a poll is one of them, and twtpoll lets you create polls on Twit-
ter. You ask a poll question, add some answer options (you can choose if it’s a one answer or multiple 
answers type of poll) and you’re done. You can share the poll via Twitter, email or Facebook. On the 
site, you can browse through the most popular and recent polls, and every poll is available on a unique 
link, with a nice accompanying graph. The site also offers an upgrade to the standard service, which lets 
you brand your poll page; the price for the upgrade is up to you; choose any amount and send it to the 
site creators.


5. twitQA


twitQA is a very new site that lets you ask questions in different categories such as sports, travel, health, 
business & finance, cars and the like. Instead of using hashtags, twitQA recognizes questions and fetch-
es them directly from the Twitter feed, which makes populating the question database easier. The in-
terface design, however, won’t win any awards, and I’m afraid it’s going to drive many potential users 
away.
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MashDeck is the ultimate Twitter app for the social media savvy.


Whether you’re new to Twitter and trying to get up to speed, 
or a regular Mashable reader, MashDeck combines the world’s 
most popular Twitter app (MashDeck) with instant access to 
the latest social media news and resources.


You get all the features and updates from the world’s top Twit-
ter client, plus breaking stories and useful tips from the top so-
cial media blog — a perfect combo!
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